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Theatre

Trigger for Change: Theatre as a Tool for Social Dialogue
Faculty Mentors: Randy Bolton and Laure Pengelly Drake

Trigger for Change: Theatre as a Tool for Social Dialogue was a project consisting of three main
parts oriented toward promoting dialogue on the University of Montana campus about sexual
assault. The first part was a company-constructed multimedia presentation that quickly
introduced the audience to facts, figures, and perspectives regarding sexual assault. The second
was a performance of Carmen Aguirre's The Trigger, a stage play about the playwright’s
experience before, during, and after her rape, with other characters’ perspectives interjected
throughout. The purpose of this performance was to provide an experience for the audience that
promoted empathy and critical thinking. The performance was a staged reading, complete with
minimal set, sound, lights, and costumes. The final part of the project was facilitated small-group
discussion following the performances. In addition to those three elements, community and
university organizations addressing the issue of sexual assault set up tables at the performances
for audience members to peruse resources and service opportunities.
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Theories of Applied Theatre as They Relate to Trigger for Change
Trigger for Change: Theatre as a Tool for Social Dialogue developed as naturally as a
senior project can. I have an overwhelming desire to help people, the issue of sexual assault
gained national media attention on the University of Montana campus, and I found The Trigger
on a library shelf one day. The Trigger, a stage play written by Carmen Aguirre, immediately
drew me in and sparked something that can only be described as inspiration. Once I began
reading it, I could not put it down, and it stuck with me for months afterwards, spurring a flurry
of research looking into the nature of sexism in today’s society and how that correlates with the
prevalence of sexual assault, especially on college campuses.
As an honors student earning my BFA in Theatre with an emphasis in Acting, it may not
be immediately clear what I have to contribute to this enormous issue. I feel the first thing that I
contributed was my ignorance. Before The Trigger prompted me to research the issue, I felt that
sexual assault was something that was a problem between two individuals, not something that
needed to be addressed with everyone on the entire campus. After minimal research into the
statistics on sexual assault and how sexism reveals itself in today’s society, I realized that I was
entirely wrong. There is a strong correlation between today’s sexism and sexual assault. My
recent ignorance about the issue, and my training as a theatre artist, enabled me to take a
different approach in raising awareness, educating about, and promoting a dialogue around
sexual assault.
Theatre has a long history of influence in society because it has the ability to say
provocative things while still retaining integrity. One only needs to look so far as contemporary
examples such as The Laramie Project (Kaufman, Fondakowski), Angels in America, Part One:
Millennium Approaches (Kushner, Angels in America, Part One), Angels in America, Part Two:
Perestroika (Kushner, Angels in America, Part Two), and The Vagina Monologues (Ensler).
Venturing back to the 18th and 19th centuries, plays such as A Doll House (Ibsen, Fjelde), Death
of a Salesman (Miller), and A Streetcar Named Desire (Williams) sparked vital conversation
about contemporary societal issues. Shakespeare and his contemporaries wrote plays
commenting on war, politics, medicine, and corruption. Even the earliest recorded plays, written
by the Greeks in the fifth century BCE, address gender rights and roles, like in Medea
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(Euripides), and politics, war, and hedonism, like in The Bacchae (qtd. in Gainor, Garner,
Puchner).
But why does theatre provide such a perfect platform to address the issue of sexual
assault, as well as many other issues, today? There are a variety of qualities theatre has that few
other mediums can bring together as cohesively or effectively in public.
One of these primary qualities is what is referred to by practitioners of applied theatre
(theatre where the primary goal is not audience entertainment) as the theatrical “safe space”
(Rohd). This means that theatre is only theatre; that it is a place of imagination and fantasy, and
the spell can be broken at any time. The suspension of disbelief is essential to the efficacy of any
piece of theatre, and this suspension keeps one aware at some level that what is happening is not
actually real. Imagination, play-making, and theatricality act as a buffer to the reality of the
circumstance.
This theatrical “safe space” is important in this line of work for a couple reasons: it
provides a reference point outside oneself and it enables lessons to be learned and empathy to be
built without “actually” doing something in everyday life or living through a traumatic
experience. In regards to sexual assault, providing a reference point outside of any person’s
actual experience within the room is an important tool. This allows for people on any side of the
issue to defend, criticize, or reference a fully fleshed out story, character, and experience without
offending, criticizing, or objectifying anyone in the room.
Lessons can also be learned performing within the safe space of theatre because any
reality can exist. The most poignant example within my life has been using theatre to help
autistic children and children “on the spectrum” learn valuable communication tools. After ten
weeks of working with children in a program called Stage Play in Duluth, Minnesota, facilitated
by the Scottish Rite Center and the Duluth Playhouse, I observed significant changes in their
ability to effectively communicate outside of the theatre, even though they had practiced the
specific skills they now implemented seamlessly quite literally on a stage.
Theatre is not just effective in teaching lessons to children, but adults as well. Role-plays
are commonly used to help teach law and social work students effective communication skills in
those particular situations. First-Aid, CPR, EMT, and lifeguarding classes set up scenarios to
help prepare people to effectively respond. Theatre has been used in prisons to help inmates
discover that they can in fact be noble, valiant, and upstanding citizens (Hartnett, Novek, Wood).
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Finally, and possibly most famously, Augusto Boal founded Theatre of the Oppressed, and his
continued work has helped shape nations through forum and legislative theatre, and countless
lives through “rainbow of desire” (Boal).
The “safe space” that theatricality creates, combined with the emotionality of characters’
experiences on stage makes theatre a highly effective tool for empathy building. It is through an
emotional connection with the characters being portrayed that empathy for a traumatic
experience can be built without actually experiencing the trauma. Indeed, emotions, and even
overpowering emotions, can be prompted by being witness to a theatrical production, but the fact
remains that it was an artistic physical and emotional portrayal that was witnessed, and not an
experienced violent act towards oneself or a loved one.
It is through this knack for empathy building that theatre becomes a great tool to address
sexual assault. The majority of people in the United States of America have not experienced
sexual assault. It is therefore easy for that majority of people to be unaware of the things in our
society that contribute to rape culture because it is simply not part of their lived experience. To
draw a parallel with another societal issue, it is akin to the overwhelming apathy about the
effects of global warming in the United States. People know that it highly affects individuals, but
because of a lack of personal experience with its effects, it’s quite easy to avoid personal
responsibility and accountability. The same is true for sexual assault and rape culture. In regards
to both examples, it is untrue that these issues do not affect everyone, but it is difficult to expose
these effects without a strong personal, emotional connection. It is heartening, however, that
once this connection is built, people are more apt to take responsibility for an issue and keep
themselves accountable for their actions.
Another reason why live theatre, as opposed to film, cinema, and videos, is a particularly
effective tool for empathy building is because the actors are actually in the room with the
audience. The power of live theatre can be succinctly summed up in a story told to me by a
professor in the University of Montana’s School of Theatre & Dance, Mike Monsos. He was
attending a production of Streamers by David Rabe in Calgary, Alberta, when, as is dictated by
the script, one of the characters was stabbed onstage and his blood pack burst, as it was supposed
to. Because of the raked stage (stage floor angled like a ramp) this blood rolled downhill and off
the stage, dripping off the side of the stage quite near the audience. Some audience members had
to leave because this was too graphic for them. It is interesting to also note that this kind of
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violence, and worse, is often portrayed on screen and has a much less visceral effect on the
audience. There is something about the permeability of the fourth wall in live theatre that creates
a more visceral audience reaction than the impermeable screen can.
Additionally, theatre allows for artistic presentation and interpretation of events. In the
original production of The Trigger, Carmen’s rape was portrayed through aerial dance on a
double rung trapeze. In our production, we (the company) still used representational dance for its
portrayal, but could not afford an aerial apparatus for our production. This artistic abstraction of
a particular event has the ability to expose the personal truth of that event in a way that a concise,
written or verbal account, or a perfect replication cannot.
But this artistic abstraction also allows for the audience to draw a more personal
connection. When the particulars in this abstraction are not explicit, a person can fill in details of
the experience on their own. These filled-in details inherently come from one’s own experience,
much like the psychological occurrence of projection, because they make sense in that person’s
world view. It is in this way that artistic abstraction can become more personal and powerful for
an audience member.
Artistic abstraction also provides an opportunity for spectacle. Spectacle is a fine line to
walk with delicate issues like sexual assault as it would be a disservice to those affected by the
issue to display their experience as entertainment. On that note, a certain degree of spectacle
used with care can both help add to the protective theatricality of the piece, and serve to draw the
audience in and keep them engaged. This audience engagement is particularly difficult to initiate
and keep in regards to tough issues, so enabling a degree of emotional removal and spectacular
engagement can be useful for audience investment in the long-run.
The final element of the theatrical experience that helps make theatre an effective way to
address the issue of sexual assault is the cultural etiquette surrounding live theatrical
performances. Anyone that has ever seen a live play knows the common way to behave is to grab
a program and enter the theatre, find seats, chat with friends and the surrounding people, turn off
one’s cell phone before the play begins or when prompted by the curtain speech, and then sit in
the dark attentively watching the actors onstage do their work (sometimes interrupted by
intermission) until the experience concludes with curtain call, applause, and the audience leaving
the theatre. Attentive observation without distraction is part of the live theatre experience in a
way that it is not for watching movies at home, and more recently at the cinema. Of course it is
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possible to break these rules by invitation from the production or personal choice, but because of
the cultural acceptance of this etiquette, and the fact that humans are social creatures that
oftentimes desire peer approval, people are less likely to break these rules, hence contributing to
an environment that already encourages audience engagement.

The Trigger as Applied Theatre Addressing Sexual Assault
The development of this project was a bit unorthodox as the play was found first, and in a
way, the project was built around the play. Typically, and possibly more responsibly, the task
would be to construct a project that effectively addresses sexual assault, and then find the play
that best fits the community and specifically highlights topics within the issue that the company
desires to be the primary talking points, if indeed the company would like to use a staged
production. This project was not done in this fashion. I felt the power of this script from the
moment I began reading it. It was my jumping-off point and my inspiration for planning a
socially responsible event. After this spark of inspiration, my primary focus was to construct an
event that effectively and responsibly tried to promote awareness, education, and dialogue about
sexual assault. It was because of The Trigger’s powerful text that we (the company) decided to
keep it as the keystone of the event, but there was contention and much discussion amongst
company members whether we should use The Trigger or a company-constructed work more
along the lines of collaboratively devised theatre.
There are three primary reasons why we decided to stick to using The Trigger as the
keystone theatrical element of the event. The first reason is because the specificity of this text
has a crystalline quality to it that can be difficult to find outside of personal experience. Specific
personal stories in theatre have proven to be more effective at affecting audiences than
generalizations of an experience. Examples of this can be seen in any acting classroom, and in
the advertisements of any charity organization entreating for donations. The moment an audience
can connect with an individual that has been affected by an issue, it suddenly becomes more
engaged and invested in exactly how the issue affects that individual. This increased engagement
and investment by the audience serves to promote and enhance empathy building, thus helping
with the success of the project overall.
The second reason we decided to stay with The Trigger was because it portrayed the
perspectives of those closely involved with the rape. The audience was exposed to not only
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Carmen’s perspective, but also that of her cousin (Macarena), father, the police officers working
on her case, and, most intriguingly, her perpetrator (only referred to as “He” in the script). These
perspectives are integral in the context of a project that is trying to help solve the rape culture
crisis in society because there is currently a lot of emphasis on survivors’/victims’ stories and
voices. Of course these voices are the most important within this society-wide dialogue, but I
feel that those voices are emphasized in dialogue environments sometimes to the exclusion of
other voices that need to be part of the dialogue. It is through survivors’/victims’ stories that
society can come to understand the urgency of how rape culture contributes to the societal
problem of rape, but it is only through the addition of those voices that have different
perspectives on the issue that society can come to a solution, or a reconciliation, or a new
understanding as a whole. Every person contributes to our society, so everyone must contribute
to the solution from a place of empathy and educated understanding.
The final of the primary reasons we decided to stick with using The Trigger was because
of the spectacular interpretation of certain events that was built into the script. This spectacle
served as an artistic interpretation of events, which serves to reinforce the theatrical “safe space”,
to encourage audience engagement through spectacle, and to allow for personal interpretation of
the abstraction presented.
In an ideal world, we (the company) would have been able to find a play that was just as
poignant as The Trigger, but that related to our community more closely. As many attributes as
The Trigger had which added to its efficacy in this project, it also has some qualities that
detracted from its efficacy in the University of Montana community, not least of which was its
portrayal of a violent stranger rape. Acquaintance rape remains as the most common type of
rape, affecting 82 percent of survivors (“The Offenders.”) Additionally, knowing that 1 in 5
American women attending college in the United States will be victims of attempted or
completed rape (as compared to the 1 in 6 American women who will be), combined with the
fact that the highest risk age range is 12-34 years and that 16-19 year old women are 4 times
more likely than the general population to be victims of assault, it is easy to conclude that
women on college campuses experience a high rate of acquaintance rape (“Who Are the
Victims?”) With this knowledge, it is easy to see that the portrayal of stranger rape could at least
detract from the efficacy of engaging a college-age audience, and at worst perpetuate the false
cultural idea that rape is primarily perpetrated by strangers jumping out of the bushes.
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Another aspect of The Trigger that may have potentially detracted from the efficacy of
the project was the fact that Carmen and her family, and consequently their characters within the
play, are Latina/Latino. As a company of performers with primarily Caucasian heritage in the
community of nearly homogenous white Missoula, and no personal experience with South
America in the company, it could be argued we did not have enough knowledge about the culture
and heritage that played a large role in the lives of both Carmen and her family to accurately
present her story. We (the company) communicated with Aguirre about these concerns, and she
gave us approval to do the production with these in mind. Additionally, she gave us permission
to cut out or alter a small number of lines that would be culturally insensitive for us to include in
the performance.
Many other elements of the script were challenges to address, but they ultimately became
neutral elements, neither profoundly adding to or detracting from the production. One of these
elements is the non-chronological structure of the script, which can be a challenge to
inexperienced actors (most of the company) and a novice director (myself). This element would
have been detracting had we not been able to address it with some measure of success, but in
regards to helping achieve the goals of raising awareness, educating, and creating a dialogue
about the issue of sexual assault, the chronology of a piece does not particularly affect these
outcomes. If anything, it mimics the disorganized thinking of those that have experienced a
trauma, though I doubt this mimicry added to or detracted from this particular production’s
goals.
The other neutral element, in regards to awareness raising, educating, and starting a
dialogue surrounding sexual assault, was that the majority of the text was spoken by one
character. The challenge with this was that the burden of the work would be put onto one
company member’s shoulders. In order to address this, I decided to split Carmen’s lines between
the four actors. I feel that this additionally contributed to the notion that sexual assault is not
perpetrated against one particular type of woman (I only mention “woman” specifically because
all the actors identified as women, and we were all vastly different.) Ultimately, however, the
majority of the text being spoken by one character neither contributed to or detracted from
audience engagement in the production which promoted awareness, education, and dialogue.
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Our Process
This project evolved organically. For a starting point, I developed a rough outline of a
process that I felt made sense, though I did not become too attached to this plan as I knew it
could, and should, evolve with the input of other members of the company. The first element of
this rough outline consisted of networking with professionals on campus and in the Missoula
community, and auditioning people to be in the company (see appendix one, p. 30, for audition
materials. Please note the formatting of appendices may differ from the actual materials used.)
Because sexual assault has been such a hot button topic in Missoula due to recent national
coverage, I felt it would be good to speak with professionals in the community to alert them to
this project, and also to add their wisdom to the process if they so desired.
The Initial Plan. Initially I planned to select people to be a part of the project from those
that auditioned, attempting to get a diverse group of people involved with many different
perspectives, and then commence with research about sexual assault. Having a diverse company
with various perspectives was a priority for me because a primary goal of this project was to
promote dialogue. If the company could have safe, respectful discussions with varying
viewpoints, then we may be able to promote similar discussions amongst audience members.
After research and discussion within the company, The Trigger would be used in some
performance capacity at an event to provide the audience with an emotional connection to the
issue of sexual assault and encourage empathy. The exact capacity in which The Trigger would
be used was yet to be determined by available resources and funding.
Finally, the initial plan also included a post-performance discussion panel of various
community members with varying perspectives, so as to give voice to a variety of perspectives
that may be in the audience, and allow audience members to inquire into those various
perspectives.
The Development of the Initial Plan. How the process actually turned out was different
from the initial plan, and there were many hurdles to overcome. Fortunately, the starting point of
networking with professionals in the community stayed the same, and definitely paid off. Many
people appreciated what we were attempting to do and that we took the time to listen to their
stories and their perspectives.
After that initial step, the process diverged more and more from the initial plan,
beginning with the company selection process. While I did indeed hold auditions, there were so
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few people that ended up committing to the process that I actually began recruiting and actively
searching for more company members, as I did not see how we would be able to do a successful
project with so few people.
Additionally, I began to allow for various levels of involvement from the company.
Those that could fully commit to all research discussions, rehearsals, and performances were
welcome to, but those that could only participate in the research discussions were welcome. In
addition, nearer the end of the process, the sound and lighting designers became involved. In my
ideal process, they would have been involved in the research discussions as well, but this was not
possible and we needed those elements to support the piece’s theatricality.
Building an Ensemble. For the efficacy of this project, due to the sensitive nature of the
subject material and the goal of promoting a dialogue amongst many people with differing
viewpoints, including company members with varying opinions, I knew that having a strong
ensemble was going to be an important step to having an effective project. The company needed
to be a role model for respect, support, and kind criticism so that audience members may be able
to follow the company’s lead.
Ensemble is an exceptionally difficult thing to build, and ultimately the responsibility
falls onto the shoulders of every individual involved. In order to create an environment where a
sense of ensemble may more easily grow, I decided to utilize a wide variety of games
highlighted in Augusto Boal’s Games for Actors and Non-Actors and Michael Rohd’s Theatre
for Community, Conflict, and Dialogue: The Hope Is Vital Training Manual. As is explained in
Games for Actors and Non-Actors, these games help people to break free from their everyday
patterns, whether they reside in the body, mind, voice, in the ways people listen, or the ways they
visually observe the world. When people are able to break free of the typical ways they
experience the world, they are suddenly able to observe and/or experience things to which they
were not previously receptive. This fosters a sense of ensemble because people are more likely to
be able to understand another’s perspective when they have this mindset.
At an even more basic level, by playing these games together, the company had an
experience doing something somewhat out of the norm, and hence were uncomfortable in lowrisk situations together. This low level of discomfort can be easy to take risks in, and others are
likely to do the same. This risk taking then continues to escalate as the games become more and
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more difficult, but the participants are eased into higher levels of risk, taking baby steps to
something that would be impossible to participate in on day one.
This shared experience of incremental risk-taking, combined with a more perceptive and
understanding mindset, fosters an environment where ensembles can thrive. Again, it is each
person’s responsibility to enable this sense of ensemble, including respect, support, and kind
criticism of one another, but the games of Boal and Rohd certainly help enable this kind of
teamwork.
Adminstrative Responsibilities. But building an ensemble was certainly not the only
hurdle to having a successful project. The amount of organizing, red tape, and administrative
work that goes into a project like this is astonishing, especially when starting from scratch with
few resources. And because of the volatile topic this project centers on, it demanded that these
things be done right.
First we needed to access buildings for research, rehearsal, and performance. This was
needed throughout the process, from room reservations in the Mansfield Library for company
research and discussion, to permission to use a restricted access balcony during performances.
This included such things as obtaining permission for room usage from building managers,
communicating that permission to Facilities Services in order to get the necessary keys and the
right rooms unlocked, ensuring enough volts of electricity were being wired to lights, and talking
with Campus Security about the dates, times, and nature of the event so they would not be
alarmed someone was using the building at odd hours.
After getting all the proper permissions, it was then necessary to plan how to do
everything we needed to within our allotted amount of time and within our budget. This included
bringing in and setting up lights, plus a portable set, tables, and posters on a daily basis. Because
of these constraints, we had some long evenings working to finish what we needed to.
In a different vein of administrative work, it was necessary to discern the proper way for
the grant money to be channeled through the university system in order to pay the appropriate
people. Due to the nature of the grant I received, it was necessary for the money to go through
the University of Montana Foundation before it could be dispersed to those that needed to be
paid. In the end, an actual pay roll was built in order to pay those that had used their own
personal money to purchase items for the production and pay the necessary people and
organizations for their services.
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More importantly, it was necessary for the company, and especially myself, to be
accountable for whatever might happen at the event. It was our responsibility to do everything in
our power to create a safe environment for people. This included ensuring advocates (people
trained to help those in emotional distress) were present and a nearby safe room was available at
every performance just in case an audience member was “triggered”, and alerting Campus Safety
to the delicate nature of the event in case someone decided to use it as a platform for harassment
and/or hate speech.
Company Research. The administrative work of this project extended throughout the
project, and even continued after performances ended, but I will now jump back a little to
address some aspects of the company research and realizations, and how they affected the final
event structure. At the same time ensemble-building games were being played, the company was
doing research into sexual assault by looking at statistics and laws, participating in a training
session from the Student Advocacy Resource Center (SARC) on campus, and looking at various
opinion articles and blogs on the internet.
This may seem like a curious way to do research, as typically one searches for sources
that are backed by facts and specific social theories. This is not to say blogs and opinion articles
do not contain these things, though they are not required to like other, more academic works.
However, as the company was trying to promote dialogue amongst opinionated people that were
not experts on the topic of sexual assault, it was necessary to look at less educated opinions and
understand the conclusions they came to and why. Research via the highly-opinionated, undereducated internet is frowned upon for valid reasons, but it was necessary for us to understand
those opinions so we might be able to introduce key information in the right way to promote
critical thinking.
The company also searched for differing opinions through interviews. We interviewed
various members of the Missoula community about issues of consent, legal proceedings,
advocacy, sexism, and media portrayal. These people included, but was not limited to, a
dominatrix and her submissive partner involved in the local BDSM community, the local sexual
assault detective, and a local reporter. These interviews were not conducted in a particular way,
other than the company did its best to understand that person’s specific point of view. The only
consistent thing we did in every interview was ask the same final question: What do you think is
the most important tool in stopping rape culture? This question served to help frame their point
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of view and functioned as advice for the company in moving forward. In addition, when all of
the answers were compared, they helped the company understand what people highly educated
on issues surrounding sexual assault felt was the root cause of rape culture. So what was the
overwhelming answer to this question? Education.
The biggest outcome of all this research, unconventional as it may be, was the realization
that we had to bring our key findings to our audience in a way that was easy to process. In order
to do this we created a paper program full of information, provided reading materials with
Montana Code Annotated and University of Montana sexual assault policies, definitions of rape
and consent, and showed a company-constructed multimedia presentation/video that included
statistics, art, recording excerpts from interviews, slam poetry, and even the comedy of Louis
CK. Please see appendix two, p. 35, for these materials.
Key Sticking Points. It was clear that it was impossible for us to include all the
information we wanted to in the audience materials, so we landed on a particular process for
choosing the key points to highlight in the final audience materials. Each person wrote down the
evolution of their thoughts on this issue, and the particular instances that stuck out in that
evolution as turning points. This sticking point may have been a statistic, a comparison between
laws and university procedures, an article, an event in their lives, a blog post, or a piece of art.
These sticking points were then split into categories such as “victim blaming”, “consent”,
“frequency”, “survivor demographics”, “legal proceedings”, etc. The company then attempted to
build the audience materials to address all of these different categories in various ways, if
possible. For example, “victim blaming” was introduced through a joke by Louis CK, then
highlighted by pictures from Project Unbreakable and statistics on acquaintance rape (Louis
C.K.: Chewed Up; “Project Unbreakable.”) This particular example includes humor that ridicules
a victim blaming mind-set, personal stories in an artistic scope, and hard facts about the nature of
rape.
Facilitating an Effective Dialogue. As the project went on and performance time came
closer, it became increasingly obvious that we would not be able to have a consistent discussion
panel attend all three nights of performances, and the company ultimately realized that it would
not be the best way to promote dialogue. This decision was supported by the importance and
nature of dialogue highlighted in Theatre for Community, Conflict, and Dialogue: The Hope Is
Vital Training Manual and at The Interactive Theater Summer Institute 2014 in Portland, Oregon
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(Rohd). We decided upon a discussion group format because this issue is talked about so often
from a soapbox—one person informing a group of people about the way the world works—
which can often be ineffective. Any teacher can tell you students learn better when discussing an
issue rather than learning it by rote. The same applies to sexual assault. When people feel heard,
they are more likely to listen and work together to find a solution or come to a consensus, and
fully understand all the aspects of a given issue.
There are particular elements of an effective dialogue that must be present to help this
kind of discussion to happen. First of all, the discussion must be educated. Facts must be known
and easily accessible to all parties involved. Without solid facts, there is no starting point for
logic and rationality. Otherwise, especially in the case of sexual assault, it will be a discussion
entirely about thoughts and feelings and will not be fruitful in discovering solutions to the issue
at hand.
In regards to thoughts, feelings, and personal perspectives, the discussion space must be
respectful and understanding. Without respect and a degree of empathy for all perspectives, the
discussion space will become a hostile environment for someone involved, which is then
detrimental to the dialogue overall. Everyone’s perspective is valuable for understanding the
variety of stories and the delicate intricacies of an issue.
Another element of effective dialogue is each person’s ability to stand their ground and
stand by their opinion until they are proven wrong without a doubt. Conceding to another
person’s opinion without a change of heart does nothing to help discussion and ultimately find a
solution. It artificially reinforces one viewpoint that needs to have just as much voice and
strength as any other viewpoint that is still valid in regards to facts.
Any effective dialogue must also validate and acknowledge every person’s emotions, no
matter how or why they express themselves. At some point, the human race has come across the
idea that one person’s hurt can be worse than another’s. Whereas this may be true, there is little
point in highlighting comparative degrees of hurt while someone is in the thick of hurting.
Invalidating the somewhat uncontrollable and irrational emotions of a person, especially in a
dialogue setting, will only serve to make it an unsafe environment, which can conclude in a lack
of listening, a lack of expression of perspectives, or both. When something as precious to our
humanity as emotions is invalidated, it can be a deep and poignant hurt indeed.
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It is necessary to hear all the various perspectives on an issue in order to not accidentally
create an oppression when a solution to an issue is found. For example, a conversation can be
dominated by people that have a lot of experience, either personal or professional, with rape
perpetrated against women. Their viewpoints are supported by statistics on rape, and so their
perspective is being validated in one way. But what about the person in the conversation that
only knows men that have been victims of sexual assault? Their perspective on the issue is
unique, and their voice must be heard so that the policy and the cultural regard of sexual assault
is not skewed to disregard cases perpetrated against men, but rather to actively work to address
them as fairly as cases against women, and indeed as a case against anyone, no matter their
gender identity.
Yet another advantage of a safe dialogue space is that faulty assumptions, not based in
fact and based in prejudice, are stated aloud. Oftentimes these faulty assumptions stay exactly
like that, as assumptions within the mind of a person, rather than as a statement that is accessible
to the collective. When utilizing many brains and perspectives instead of one, if someone states a
faulty assumption, there is a better chance someone will effectively explain to them why their
assumption doesn’t quite work given particular facts. Once a faulty assumption is stated, it
suddenly becomes malleable if addressed in the right way. It can be scrutinized by others, and
the root of the prejudice can be extracted out in various ways given the environment is
supportive for the person that is having their world flipped upside down. It is convenient for
people that have made faulty assumptions based on prejudice, if they are not treated with a
certain amount of balanced delicacy, to retreat right back into the prejudice the moment an
environment feels unsafe. Experiencing a potentially life-changing perspective shift can come
with an overwhelming amount of negative emotions, especially guilt, and if the environment
they are in is unsafe, that growth into a new perspective has a lesser chance of occurring.
Many experts in the field of sexual assault and those that study sexism can see that
sexism, and similar issues, affect everyone. However, oftentimes, not everyone’s voice is heard
in the making of a solution. It is only logical that every voice should be involved in the solution
if it is indeed a problem for everyone. It may be that someone who does not identify as affected
by the issue will realize the affect it has had on their life by just being a part of the discussion
and listening and drawing parallels between their own experiences and others. Even if this
doesn’t happen, there is then a person within the dialogue that has a somewhat self-identified
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“outsider perspective” on the solution. From this vantage point, they still have a different
perspective and may be able to see other valid problems within the solution that others cannot
foresee.
Because the company wanted to get every audience member involved in the dialogue,
and because of the productive advantages of dialogue, we decided to facilitate discussion
amongst the (possibly newly informed) audience members. In the construction of this discussion,
we used the aforementioned categories of sticking points to try to help focus the discussion on
the key issues of sexual assault. The exact way we facilitated the audience dialogue will be
addressed later on in this explanation of process.
Advertising The Trigger Event. In order to advertise for this event, the company utilized
four primary methods: posters, Facebook, word-of-mouth, including a First Friday promotional
event, and emails to professors asking if they would inform their students, and potentially offer
extra credit to attend the event. First of all, the artist that produced the multimedia presentation
that was played prior to the production, also made the image that ended up being printed as
eleven inch by seventeen inch posters (and was also the image on the cover of the programs).
About one-hundred of these posters were hung around campus and around town to promote the
event. Please see appendix three, p. 55, for this image.
Facebook was another medium used to promote the event. The company created Events
for the performances and a Page for the project as a whole. It is on this Page which we kept
potential audience members and the community involved by posting updates, articles, and
“confessions” from the performances, which will be explained later.
The third method of advertisement was word-of-mouth. Many of the company members
were passionate about this project and talked about it with their friends, who then came to the
event and brought a couple more friends. Additionally, the company hosted a First Friday
promotional event. In Missoula, First Friday happens the first Friday of every month, and it is an
evening where galleries and businesses stay open late and serve wine and snacks so people in the
community can enjoy a communal, evening art walk. James Fix, a local business owner, invited
the company to use his space to project the multimedia presentation on the wall, hand out
information about sexual assault statistics, Montana laws, and university policies, and talk with
the public about the event. He was also kind enough to provide food, and allow a local artist,
Danicka Bright, to hang her topical art on the walls. This event also partnered with Make Your
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Move! Missoula, which was outdoors on the sidewalk providing their awareness raising services
to the public and inviting passersby to walk in and see what the event was all about.
The final method of advertisement was probably the least successful. A company
member took on the task of emailing professors all over campus to ask them to inform their
students of the event, and potentially offer them extra credit for attending. A couple teachers
responded positively, but it seems that the overwhelming majority deleted the emails even when
the email was sent out multiple times.
The Production of The Trigger. After the audience browsed the extra reading materials,
received their programs, took their seats, and watched the multimedia presentation, they then
watched the production of The Trigger. This production was an elaborate staged reading. A
staged reading is where the actors have scripts in their hands, but they have worked with a
director to determine how the script will be read. Our staged reading of The Trigger included
blocking, basic costumes and set, a few theatrical lights, and a sound design by Madelyn Beck,
who used this work as her senior project for her BA in Theatre.
Rehearsal for this staged reading began about eight weeks prior to performances, and I
took on the role of director. Rehearsals were done both as a full company, and with just an
individual actor and myself working the text in a more concentrated, individualized fashion. All
the designers, including multimedia, lights, and sound, were invited to a designer’s run (typically
the first rough run-through of the play so they can get an idea of what the finished product will
look like) and to join the company in rehearsal anytime they liked, though this offer was rarely
taken up.
A conscious decision was made to keep many elements of the production unmistakably
theatrical and representational so as not to blur the line between theatre and real life too much.
This included lights and sound, costumes, key moments of the blocking, and the set. I cannot
speak to the process of selecting sounds and lights throughout the designers’ processes, but I do
know that these elements helped to maintain the division between theatre and real life. It is
infrequent in real life that red and purple light shines upon particular things at symbolic
moments, and that the particular songs or sounds are suddenly playing when a person merely
speaks of them.
I can however, make comment on the costumes, blocking, and set design. These are, by
no means, my areas of expertise within the field of theatre, but I did have a particular thought
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process when selecting them. It is possible, likely even, that these elements would have been
much improved with input from a costume designer, director, and set designer, but these
practitioners seemed to be in short supply when we were doing this project.
The costumes consisted of black movement clothes and black, lace-up ankle boots. The
neutral black was chosen because every person played at least two characters, and the company
did not much like the idea of having particular costume pieces correlate with characters because
it seemed to suggest caricature rather than an example of the human experience. The boots were
chosen in honor of Aguirre’s past as a militant revolutionary in South America, especially Chile
under the reign of Pinochet.
In regards to blocking, I attempted to utilize as much of the stage as possible in the
limited space, and to keep the blocking representational when emotions became heightened
within the script. This emulates the way the original production was performed, and was written
in the script, but the choice to keep the unrealistic blocking was made to reinforce that distinction
between theatre and real life.
Finally, set design was fairly practical due to our restricted means and space, but
consisted of a few main elements that served their specified purposes. One set piece, the window
that was painted on by He during the performance, was not utilized in any other way. This was
the world in which He was portrayed, and there was little overlap between that physical world
and Carmen’s.
All things considered, I feel that our staged reading was highly effective as a piece of
theatre. Of course, I cannot critique this art that I was so involved in creating with the same
objective observation as an outside eye, but I know from witnessing and speaking with audience
members that we struck an emotional chord with many of them, which was a large part of the
production’s goal.
Post-Performance Ice-Breaker and Discussion Group. After the staged reading the
audience participated first in an ice-breaker activity, then in Four Corners Discussion groups.
First the audience split into smaller groups, quickly learned names, and then played a game
called Tossing Fuzzies, taken from The Illumination Project: A guide to creating an interactive
theater program at your college or university by Jeannie LaFrance. This game begins by
everyone standing in a circle. One person starts with a Beanie Baby, makes eye contact with
someone else in the circle, says their name, and throws the Beanie Baby to them. This person
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then selects someone that hasn’t had the Beanie Baby yet, makes eye contact, says their name,
and throws the Beanie Baby to them. This process is repeated until everyone has had the Beanie
Baby only once, and then it is thrown back to the first person that tossed it and the pattern is
repeated. Everyone will continue to throw the Beanie Baby to the same person, after they catch it
being tossed from the same person every time. As the game continues and a rhythm is reached,
the facilitator begins to add more Beanie Babies to the mix, the tossing always following the
same pattern. Inevitably, with enough Beanie Babies being thrown around, mistakes are made
and laughing ensues.
This game serves to help audience members learn others names within their small
discussion group, to build teamwork in dropping as few Beanie Babies as possible, and to
encourage comfort with one another by laughing together. Having this kind of hilarious icebreaker placed between the production and the serious discussion served as a mental distraction
and breath of fresh air before diving into discussion. It helped the audience cope with the huge
amount of information and strong emotions provided and encouraged by this project.
After playing Tossing Fuzzies, the audience then participated in Four Corners Discussion
within their small groups. Four corners of a square were labeled “strongly agree”, “agree”,
“disagree”, and “strongly disagree”. A statement was read by the person facilitating the
discussion, and audience members moved to the corner correlating with how strongly they
agreed or disagreed with the statement. Audience members then explained why they were in that
corner. If a corner was not occupied by any audience members willing to share their reasoning,
the facilitator then “put on the role” of someone explaining their reasoning in that corner to
ensure that a variety of perspectives were shared.
The statements used within this discussion format were derived from the categories of
key sticking points developed by company members. They addressed issues of gender privilege
and oppression, victim blaming, rape myths, and reporting/prosecuting rapists. On the discussion
facilitation sheet, prompts for various viewpoints, one for each corner per discussion statement,
were also included. Additionally, a “warm-up” statement to function as an example began the
discussion group. The discussion concluded with an open ended discussion question (which is
the same question the company asked everyone interviewed in the research process), and some
last words. Please see appendix four, p. 56, to view the discussion facilitation sheet.
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These discussion groups were structured in such a way so as to promote a safe
environment where everyone’s opinions could be heard, but it was also part of the facilitator’s
job to ensure that this environment remained safe. To do this, facilitators were sure to not
invalidate any emotions, be an example and respectfully listen to the person speaking, and
express potential perspectives of corners that were either empty or chose not to share. These
things helped contribute to an environment where people felt safe to share and people respected
the space and perspectives of others.
After the discussion groups concluded, every audience member was asked to fill out an
anonymous survey. The company provided a paper survey and pencils for everyone, and most
people chose to complete one. This survey allowed us to take a temperature on what our
audiences took away from the event and their feelings about various aspects of the production.
Additional Event Resources. As the project continued, the company desired more and
more fervently to provide the audience with something they could implement immediately to
prevent rape and work to change rape culture. The company landed on the solution of sex
positive, enthusiastic consent promotion, an idea that we dubbed “F#@K YES” after an article
from Bedsider.org (Troast). In order to do this, we provided the audience with handouts of the
Bedsider.org article and created memes from popular movies (plus one not so popular movie)
which we then printed posters of and hung throughout the building. Please see appendix five, p.
58, for these materials.
In addition to desiring to provide something that everyone could immediately do to
prevent rape and help change rape culture, the company wanted to provide an anonymous
platform for attendees to tell their stories and/or make confessions if they so desired. In order to
do this, a confession box with slips of paper and pens was set up on the table with programs and
extra handout materials. These “confessions” were then typed and posted on the Trigger for
Change Facebook Page. This was important to the company because this form of public
acknowledgement can be validating when people take the risk to be brutally honest and exposed,
especially survivors/victims who frequently experience invalidation of their experience in
various ways.
The final element of the event was organizations tabling at the event. These organizations
included SARC, Make Your Move! Missoula, and Campus Police. These organizations handed
out their own specific information, talked with people about service opportunities, participated in
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the post-performance small group discussions, and answered questions about how they were
involved in the issue of sexual assault. The invitation to table extended to many different
organizations around Missoula that focused on or might want to have their voice heard about
sexual assault and/or women’s and equality issues, including, but not limited to, Planned
Parenthood, Blue Mountain Clinic, Fraternity and Sorority Involvement, Grizzly Athletics, and
Missoula Women’s Opportunity & Resource Development, however, only SARC, Make Your
Move! Missoula, and Campus Police were able to commit.

Survey Results
Trigger for Change: Theatre as a Tool for Social Dialogue was not a research project, nor
was it ever intended to be. However, due to the delicate nature of this subject and the immense
involvement of company members, I did send materials to the Institutional Review Board (IRB)
to be reviewed. They concluded that the project did not need to be IRB approved.
Even though an audience survey was used in this project, it is not research that proves
any particular point. The scientific method was not used in this project to gain new knowledge;
there was no control group, no sampling of members of the community, and no independent
variable. The surveys acted more as a climate survey, asking audience members about how they
felt about the performance, the discussion group, the event as a whole, and about sexual assault
and its related issues. Please refer to appendix six, p. 62, to review a copy of the audience survey.
In broad terms, the survey asked about Montana laws and University of Montana
policies, myths and ideas surrounding sexual assault, the efficacy of the discussion groups, and
the affect the theatrical performance had on that discussion and the individual’s perspectives.
The following results are the most poignant:




I am more informed about MT laws and university policies
o

About 13 percent strongly agreed

o

75 percent agreed

o

About 12 percent disagreed

I better understand how sexual assault affects the survivor
o

About 53 percent strongly agreed

o

About 43 percent agreed

o

About three percent disagreed
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I feel the discussion helped me understand issues and concepts surrounding sexual assault
o

About 55 percent strongly agreed

o

About 42 percent agreed

o

About three percent disagreed

I feel the theatrical performance enhanced my understanding of the issue of sexual assault
o

About 55 percent strongly agreed

o

About 39 percent agreed

o

About six percent disagreed

I felt safe to discuss my opinions in the discussion portion
o

75 percent strongly agreed

o

25 percent agreed

This event has affected my perspective on the issue of sexual assault
o

About 33 percent strongly agreed

o

50 percent agreed

o

About 17 percent disagreed

These results may show that those who came to the event and filled out audience surveys
learned about the issue, better understand the issue, felt safe to discuss the issue and their
personal opinions within the structure of the event, and felt that this discussion enhanced their
understanding of sexual assault. This survey is not rock solid research, but it does give a sense of
how the elements of the event and its structure may contribute to forwarding a pertinent social
issue.
In addition, many audience members left notable comments on their surveys. Here are a
select few:


In response to “How has the issue of sexual assault affected you in or out of school?”
o

“Close friends and people I am closest to have put me in the most questionable
and consensually ambiguous situations”

o

“I have been sexual assaulted & live in fear because of it. I don't talk about it
much. Tonight being here helped me understand I'm not alone in this. My
experience was 3 years old from a stranger. So horrible!”

o

“I'm lucky enough for it not to have personally affected me”
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o

“I have survived rape, child abuse, sexual torture, and victim blaming and have
had PTSD since age 7. It nearly made me drop out. My rapist was allowed to stay
on campus and a scholarship bought my silence.”

o

“I have had students who were sexually assaulted and confided in me. I hope I
was helpful and supportive to them”

o


“It has not”

In response to “What did you like about the event? Why?”
o

“The care and gentle acceptance of providers. They were not waging a rabid
campaign, but simply doing their work with personal commitment and passion. I
loved the fulfilling aesthetic and imaginative provocative theatre performance”

o

“"games" & post-discussion. acting was wonderful! play was well staged &
creative”

o

“It didn't sugar coat the issue of rape and sexual assault the way most campus
programs do”

o

“It was beautiful and powerful and heartbreaking by turns. Education can be
beautiful”

o

“The discussion. I love being able to actually talk about it and not sweep it under
the rug”

o

“powerful way of thinking about sexual assault/rape discussion afterwards! need
more of this type of discussion”



In response to “What did you not like about the event? Why?”
o

“More LGBT stuff :)”

o

“held a bit late at night, even the extra half hour from starting at 7 might have
made it easier to attend”

o

“There were to many questions in the 4 corner part”

o

“I sat to close to the front during the performance. It envaded my privacy a few
times.”

o

“… the info was bit of a bombardment and hard to assorb”

o

“I did like the discussion after, but it was hard to engage after emotional turmoil
of performance”



In response to “Please leave us other comments you may have:”
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o

“How can I get involved?”

o

“I want to see the next version that portrays aquaintence rape/sexual assault-- the
more common type and the less talked about/ understood”

o

“Should do a video version with a discussion kit!”

o

“Perform or do something at day of dialogue”

o

“Best wishes and thanks for all the hard work on a tough issue. I now see Theater
as a means to address tough issues.”

o

“maybe give a description of what discussion will be like (disclaimer) before
breaking into groups so it's less terrifying to begin with”

One of the clearest examples of the efficacy of this project cannot be seen in the audience
surveys. It comes from the account of one company member speaking with an audience member
after the production. The audience member approached this company member and, in short, said
that his girlfriend had told him “no” once, but he decided not to listen, went too far, and did not
receive consent for what happened between them. He said that this event has helped him see that
he was wrong and that he regrets what he did. This highlights the power of theatre and the
importance of safe dialogue spaces when talking about difficult issues, as they are more likely to
yield results such as this.
Please see appendix seven, p. 64, for a spreadsheet of all survey results.

Areas of Success
Because of the magnitude of this project, it is difficult to discern what elements
particularly added to the success of this project, and what elements were just done right. In my
months of reflection, I have been able to select out a few things that may not be necessary for the
project to get done, but were necessary to its success.
The first of these things is the quality of people forming the company. Every member,
especially the core four or five, is exceptionally passionate, responsible, respectful, dedicated,
and kind. It is because of these traits that this project was constructed and carried out in such a
superb manner. These traits supported a strong sense of ensemble, quality and timely products, a
relentless work ethic, and quality dialogue amongst the company members.
Along these same lines, another key to success lies in the extremely strong support
network that the company formed. We were there for each other not just in regards to work on
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this project, but also on a personal level. We helped pick each other up when the going got tough
and walked with each other through turmoil. It is because of this support network amongst our
personal lives that we were able to give the project, and every evening our all.
Another element that added to the success of this project was the strong theatrical
presence available for the construction of the performance. The lights, sound, multimedia, and
possibly particular moments of blocking really added an extra kick to the staged reading,
creating a collaborative artistic presentation of what would otherwise be a bare-bones
production. Without these elements, the efficacy of the play would have been weakened.
The final element that contributed to the efficacy of this play was the support received
from faculty on campus and professionals in the community. Without their encouragement and
support, this project would have been a difficult uphill battle, and would not have gained from
their insight into the issue and their kindness as human beings.

Areas for Improvement
As successful as this project was, it was by no means perfect. There were still flaws
inherent within the structure of the event, and mistakes made.
Most importantly, the circumstances of the script we used were not directly related to the
circumstances of a college campus. The script portrayed a stranger rape, whereas 82 percent of
rapes are perpetrated by someone the victim knows (“The Offenders.”) Of course, as with
presumably all scripts about sexual assault from the survivor’s/victim’s perspective, there will be
particular issues highlighted within a society, but a direct correlation between what was
happening in the script, and what typically happens on college campuses would have been more
pointed for certainly the campus community, and also the Missoula community as a whole
whose identity is so enmeshed with the university.
In response to this, I need to say that we were unable to find a script more suited to our
community, and we did not have the means or the time to create a new one of equal or greater
caliber. I feel that if something needs to be done, such as starting a dialogue about the issue of
sexual assault, one should not wait for the perfect moment and resources to do the work. One
must work the best they can with what they have to fight for what is right.
Another structural flaw within the event was that the staged reading was somewhat
disconnected from the discussion afterwards. One of the purposes of having a theatrical
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performance was so that everyone in the audience would be able to have a focal point and an
example outside themselves to point to. While observing the discussion groups, and also in
conversations with my professors that attended afterwards, it became clear that people were not
using the theatrical production in that way.
There are various ways I can see that this may have been remedied. For example,
discussion facilitators might suggest using the theatrical performance as a point of reference.
Maybe audience members would have been more apt to refer to the material of the play had they
been encouraged to write their thoughts or talk amongst themselves for a couple minutes about
the play. And perhaps, most drastically, some of the discussion statement-prompts should have
been in reference to the characters and circumstances of the play.
The final improvement I can see gets at a key problem in this line of work, and I do not
know a potential solution to this problem. The audience survey was lacking a question about how
the audience members heard about this event and why they attended. It is my hunch that many of
the people present were already interested in the issue and/or were friends of the company
members or those already involved in the issue. If my hunch is right, it begs the question: how do
you get people that are not already involved, or are apathetic, or have differing viewpoints to
come to an event such as this? On top of that, how do you get them to actively participate in the
discussions because their voices are so vitally important to finding a solution?

Conclusion
To put a feather in this cap, Trigger for Change: Theatre as a Tool for Social Dialogue
indeed did achieve the goals of raising awareness, educating about, and promoting a dialogue
around sexual assault. It may not have done this for an exhaustive amount of people, or even a
widely varied group of people, but it certainly did for a few. The project construction was not
perfect, but it was executed in such a way that it retained a level of efficacy and integrity
regardless of the mistakes, especially in regards to creating a safe space for dialogue. If nothing
else, Trigger for Change: Theatre as a Tool for Social Dialogue was a pebble thrown into a
glassy pond that will continue to ripple.
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TRIGGER FOR CHANGE

THEATRE AS A TOOL FOR SOCIAL ACTIVISM
----------------------------------------------------------------------A summertime project looking at sexual assault
in our community.

Travel and research opportunities!
Looking for passionate, open-minded people of
all opinions.
Everyone welcome! There will be food!
Come to an Informational Meeting:





Monday, May 5th, UC 215—7:00-9:00pm
Wednesday, May 7th, UC 223—4:00-6:00pm
Friday, May 9th, PARTV 005—2:30-5:00pm
Wednesday, May 14th, PARTV 035—3:30-6:30pm

For more information contact sydoney.blackmore@umontana.edu
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TRIGGER FOR CHANGE
THEATRE AS A TOOL FOR SOCIAL DIALOGUE

Informational Packet

Mission Statement
To foster an atmosphere of critical thinking, analysis of issues and perspectives, and
understanding through theatrical production; and to promote productive discussion on the issue of
sexual assault in the University and larger Missoula communities.
Project Description
This project will culminate in two parts. First, we will put on a production of Carmen
Aguirre’s The Trigger. As a company we will determine the scale of this production; it may be a
staged reading, it may be a traveling show, it may be a full production in a large theater. The type
and scale will be determined by what the company feels will serve our purposes best, and how much
time and energy the company is willing to put into the production.
Second, after the play, there will be a discussion panel on the topic of sexual assault. This
may or may not include audience participation. The company may also, if they so choose, travel to
Greek houses, club meetings, and team practices to host more intimate discussions with a smaller
group of people so they can ask questions on an individual basis.
To do this we will have discussions within the company about all aspects of sexual assault,
rape culture, feminism, and associated issues. We will have guest lecturers, conduct interviews, and
do research on sexual assault in our community, state, and country. If possible, we will travel to
Vancouver, Canada to visit Carmen (the playwright) herself, and hopefully spend a couple days on
retreat while there. We will design, rehearse, and perform the play in whatever capacity the
company decides on, and will select discussion panel members and a mediator for the post-show
discussion.
Who will be a part of the company?
Anyone who is college age and older. Men and women. Of any opinion and background so
long as they are respectful, open-minded, and can have productive discussion without getting hotheaded. The more perspectives on the issue of sexual assault within the company, the more fruitful
our discussion will be, and the more inclusive our production of The Trigger and the accompanying
discussion panel will be of all viewpoints.
Who will be our audience?
Primarily college students and university faculty and staff. If the company decides to, we may
do more to ensure incorporation of the larger Missoula community.
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What are company members required to do?
Attend and participate in company discussions. Participate in the production of the play in
some capacity (design, acting, stage management, run crew, sound design). Be willing to participate
in discussions with people outside the company. Be respectful. Be responsible. Withhold judgments.
Question preconceived notions. Take care of yourself throughout the process.
When will this project happen?
The project will happen this summer, beginning June 1st, and will be done by the third week
of UM’s fall semester, the final day being September 14th.
What is the time commitment?
All meetings and rehearsals will take place between 6pm and 10pm weekdays, unless
everyone in the company is available and willing to meet on weekends or during the day.
Our first meeting will be a meet and greet potluck on Sunday, June 1st
June 2nd through 14th we will have 2 discussions per week.
June 15th through July 5th we will have 3 discussions per week.
July 6th through July 26th we will have play rehearsal 4 times per week.
Hopefully we will be able to visit Carmen (the playwright) in Vancouver, Canada, and go on
retreat, July 23rd through July 27th. This is flexible and has travel time built in.
July 27th through August 2nd Sydoney will be attending The Illumination Project’s Summer
Intensive: Theatre of the Oppressed in Portland, OR. Other company members may continue
working on elements of the production that they can, or may have a week off from rehearsal.

Where will this project take place?
All meetings, discussions, rehearsals, and performances will take place in Missoula, MT. If
possible, we will visit Carmen Aguirre in Vancouver, Canada, retreat at Sydoney’s aunt’s house on
Mayne Island, and Sydoney will be attending a week-long conference in Portland, OR.
Where will we be traveling?
Vancouver and Mayne Island, Canada. Only maybe, though.
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Why theatre? Why produce a play?
A play gives those who do not have any personal experience with sexual assault that
experience. It also enables those who do have experience with it to use something outside
themselves for an example. The performance will be something that all parties can point towards for
examples and argument support.
Why discussion?
Communication and discussion is the key to resolving arguments and misunderstandings.
The company must be sure to foster productive discussion that uses critical thinking and analysis of
issues to promote a conclusion that takes all perspectives into account. This project will not aim to
conclude the discussion in the Missoula community! The goal is to start the community’s discussion
off on the right foot.
What will we be researching?
Sexual assault: psychology of victims, perpetrators, family members, and law enforcement;
PTSD; physical repercussions of victims; trends in assault
Applied theatre; theatre of action; audience participation; emotional investment; theatre for
changing perspectives and highlighting issues; effect of audience size and stage intimacy
Other universities’ programs and policies regarding sexual assault; government programs
and policies
Why are you doing this project, Sydoney?
Though I have never been attacked in any kind of sexual way, I have experienced groping,
fondling, and disrespect of my boundaries from partners. I’m doing this project because a friend who
runs ultra-marathons was nearly chased down by an assailant. Because the list of things women do
to protect themselves from sexual violence is far longer than men’s. Because a co-worker who has no
other strong opinions spent an entire two days talking with me about this topic. Because of pink
pepper spray. Because the man I thought I would marry, who I thought the kindest man on earth,
assaulted a mutual friend of ours. Because I myself have asked the questions “Was she drunk? What
was she wearing?” Because I have had a change in perspective, know it’s possible, and hope that just
maybe we can spark some positive change so that the victim’s behavior is not the behavior in
question.
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TRIGGER FOR CHANGE
APPLICATION
Name_____________________________________________________
Are you a student? Yes / No Year in School:
1st 2nd 3rd 4+ Grad
Gender____________ Hometown ____________________ Age____
Email________________________________ Phone_______________
What experience do you have with research? Can include schoolwork:

What experience do you have with theater? Please list roles, designs, tech, and production:

What are your hobbies? What other skills do you have? It can even include cobbling shoes.

What are your general opinions on the issue of sexual assault in our community? There is no wrong
answer! What you put here does not necessarily determine whether you will be selected.

Please provide as detailed a summer schedule as possible, including location (City, State)
Even
include things like “well, I might go camping with my brother in mid-July, but maybe it’ll be in August,
unless we decide to go next weekend”

Why would you like to be a part of this project? What is your personal investment in this project?
Everything written here is confidential, but please do not share more than you feel comfortable
sharing. If you would rather share with me in person, let’s grab coffee sometime!
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Director’s Note
As I’m writing this note, I am in shock about what this project has become. Tonight was dedicated to lighting the
performance, and seeing it lit brought reality crashing in. Almost a year and a half ago I pulled Carmen Aguirre’s The
Trigger off the library bookshelf to find a monologue for an audition, almost put it back, and then decided to read it. I could
not put it down, and the moment I closed it, I knew that it was a powerful piece. It started a process of change in me that
continues to this day. As of 1:14am September 9th, the company has spent a total of 752.5 recorded hours on this project.
That does not include the research and work that each person has done outside of the space, which is hundreds of hours of
contacting people in the community, reading articles, interviewing community members, and designing technical elements.
The project appeared 3 times in the September 4th Missoulian, I have an interview for an article in the Kaimin tomorrow, and
we will be appearing on Teresa Waldorf’s radio show Wednesday morning. Also, my Mom said she’s sending it to Michelle
Obama (whatever, Mom).
Of course I dreamt what this project might become when I was constructing it, but I dared not go for it right off. Instead, I
tried to build the project so it could shrink and stretch to fit the company that came to work with me. And they stretched it.
Far enough that I’ve had to scramble to keep up with their enthusiasm and passion, a greater blessing than I ever could have
asked for. No amount of wealth, words, and hugs can express how thankful I am to have had every one of them join me on
this wild goose chase.
My goal for this project is to start an informed dialogue in our community about the hot-button issue of sexual assault. My
goal is not to tell anyone what they should and should not think, as I feel that is a violation of their own personal experience
of the world, but to provide the factual information, an emotional connection through the powerful art of theater, and a little
prod to start talking with others about this issue. Michael Rohd, an influential applied theatre practitioner, speaks about “the
intrinsic need of the human psyche—body, mind, heart, spirit—for dialogue”. I feel that this dialogue between people, rather
than institutions, is essential regarding the issue of sexual assault. The experience of it is so personal and emotional that
speaking with others about it is essential to attempting to understand all sides of the issue. Sexual assault is so wrapped up in
emotions and social expectations that it’s extremely difficult for anyone to look at it through an objective lens. It is through
dialogue between individuals that we, as a community, can stop sexual assault and rape.
I am eager to receive feedback about this project. I encourage you to fill out the audience survey, and if you have additional
questions, comments, or concerns, feel free to email me at sydoney.blackmore@umontana.edu
And finally, thank you for joining us. Without you, there would be no project, no dialogue, and no progress towards a safer
world for everyone. Everything that you are and that you bring to this experience is valuable. I hope that you will listen
without judgment, speak without fear, and be consciously aware of the wide variety of human experience around you. It is
through these things that dialogue becomes an agent for change. I wish you all the best.
Sydoney Blackmore
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The Trigger
By Carmen Aguirre
Director
Sydoney Blackmore
Sound Designer
Madelyn Beck
Light Designer
Randall Pratt
Multimedia Designer
Yeej Moua

TRIGGER WARNING: Sexual Assault and Rape

There are SARC Advocates present and
available through the entire performance.
Please don’t hesitate to talk to them at any
time if you feel you need support.
If you feel you need support after the
performance, please don’t hesitate to call
SARC, anytime day or night, at (406) 243-6559
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The Trigger depicts a stranger rape,
which is not the reality for the 73% of
sexual assault survivors who are
assaulted by acquaintances.
Please keep in mind, The Trigger depicts one person’s experience of rape. We
chose this script for the power of the language, the emotional journey it takes
for both performers and audience, and the intense contrast provided by the
perspective of He. The “names, characters, places, and incidents” of The
Trigger are not to be taken as a universal experience.
While stranger rape often gains attention and notoriety, the sad truth remains
that 73% of sexual assaults were perpetrated by acquaintances. A majority of
rapes and assaults are not violent and are not attackers jumping out of the
shadows. They are people the survivors know, trust, and even have
relationships with. Sexual assault impacts people in every aspect of society,
including survivors, perpetrators, family, and friends. We are hoping that by
sharing Carmen’s experience, we can inspire discussion to help create a
change, and save others from the pain of assault.
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Cast List:
Sydoney Blackmore:
He
Carmen
Scott Baio
Carissa Lund:
He
Carmen
Macarena
Hypnotist
Jane
Marit Olson:
Carmen
He
Child He
Nurse
Chuck
Constable O’Connor
Andrea
Lauren Selleck:
Carmen
He
Father
Bob
Barb
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Lauren Selleck is a wonderful, amazing, talented, exceptional woman. Lauren choses to identify as a
lifetime learner and loves exploring various universities across the nation. She is currently pursuing a
double major in Educational English and Social Science with a double minor in Native American Studies
and Theatre. Lauren hails from picturesque Picture Rocks, Pennsylvania. There, she was raised to be the
strong and cunning woman she is today. She relocated to Condon, MT, where she lives happily on a
farm with her mother Gwen and husband Bryan. Lauren’s creativity, joy, vast knowledge of movie
quotes, and baked goods have helped Trigger thrive and made it the show it is today.

Randall Pratt may or may not be from the United States, he also may or may not be in his 20’s. Randall
may or may not enjoy water skiing, long walks on the beach, romance novels, transforming into a
merman, and quiet Sundays. Randall may or may not be a student at university and may or may not be
studying theatre and water polo. Randall is quite happy to be part of this project.

Marit Olson is one of the curliest haired, unicorn questing, frisbee tossing badasses you'll ever meet. A
born and raised Montanan from Bozeman, she also recently spent a year studying and adventuring in
New Zealand, where she discovered time banking, and now sits on the steering committee for the
Missoula Time Bank. This is her final year at UM studying to earn her Bachelor's in Sociology, with minors in
Women's and Gender Studies and International Development Studies. She was last seen on stage as the
Fiddler in UM's 2012 production of Fiddler on the Roof. She's excited to again show her "talents" with a
violin in this production. She hopes this project will help prevent the hurt her loved ones have
experienced.

Yeej Moua is majoring in Media Arts with a BFA emphasis in filmmaking. He is set to graduate in the
spring of 2016 and is also working on completing a minor in Theatre. Yeej is bilingual speaking both
Hmong and English. He works as a bilingual tutor and he is also a Youth Coordinator for the Hmong
teens in Missoula. Yeej is honored to work on Trigger for Change. He is pleased to see the combination
of both media and theatre used in such a positive form.
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Christopher Morucci is a Sophomore studying Psychology here at the University of Montana. He is an
active member of the campus community, and is currently a member of the UM Advocates, the Vice
President of recruitment for the fraternity Sigma Phi Epsilon, and is also involved in the theater and
dance communities on campus. Christopher has challenged himself with the goal of meeting one new
person a day and trying to make their day better in even the smallest way. He cannot think of a better
way to help make a difference on campus than this project, and he hopes that it helps people form
their own opinions on this important issue.

Sophomore Carissa Lund is working on a BA in Theater with minors in Dance and Arabic, and is not yet
sure where the Arabic will fit in. Hailing from Belgrade MT, she has spent the last nineteen (and almost a
half) years dancing, performing, and lighting up rooms with the brightest of smiles and constant joy.
Always up for a challenge, Carissa’s creative endeavors have expanded to include Fireman spins and
Caterpillar lifts on the pole, and upside-down splits in silks. She is also busy finding load-bearing beams
and testing safety mats for UM’s new Circus Club. Carissa entered the project viewing it as a great
experience in acting, and has come away learning that theater is an extremely powerful tool in
teaching others about important issues.

Sydoney Blackmore is a twenty-one year old senior at UM working on a BFA in Theater with an Acting
and Directing emphasis. She originally hails from Duluth, Minnesota. The Land of Ten Thousand Lakes.
Sydoney stumbled upon this play when browsing through the library’s bookshelves. After reading the
script, Sydoney felt compelled to perform this play. When the elusive free time arises, Sydoney can
usually be found near the water and with friends, or hanging upside down from metaphoric silks.

Madelyn Beck is a senior double-majoring in theatre and journalism. She uses sound to create radio
broadcasts and has performed in several university productions, though this is her first time audio
designing for theatre. Unsure where her skills will take her, she hopes to gain as many skills as possible
while still at UM. “I'm just excited to have the opportunity to try something new.”
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Montana Legal Definitions:
Rape: The term “rape” is not used in the Montana Code Annotated (MCA). Instead, the crimes usually
thought of as rape are divided into the crimes of “sexual assault” and “sexual intercourse without
consent.”
Sexual Assault: (1) A person who knowingly subjects another person to any sexual contact without
consent commits the offense of sexual assault.
Sexual Intercourse Without Consent:
(1) A person who knowingly has sexual intercourse without consent with another person commits the
offense of sexual intercourse without consent.
(a)"Sexual intercourse" means penetration of the vulva, anus, or mouth of one person by the penis of
another person, penetration of the vulva or anus of one person by a body member of another person,
or penetration of the vulva or anus of one person by a foreign instrument or object manipulated by
another person to knowingly or purposely:
(i) cause bodily injury or humiliate, harass, or degrade; or
(ii) arouse or gratify the sexual response or desire of either party.
(b) For purposes of subsection(68)(a), any penetration, however slight, is sufficient.
(b) Without Consent means:
(i) the victim is compelled to submit by force against the victim or another; or
(ii) subject to subsections (1)(b)and (1)(c), the victim is incapable of consent because the victim is:
(A) mentally defective or incapacitated;
(B) physically helpless;
(C) overcome by deception, coercion, or surprise;
(D) less than 16 years old;
(E) incarcerated in an adult or juvenile correctional, detention, or treatment facility or is on
probation or parole and the perpetrator […] has supervisory or disciplinary authority over the
victim…
(F) receiving services from a youth care facility and the perpetrator, an employee, has
supervisory or disciplinary authority
(G) admitted to a mental health facility, a community-based facility or a residential facility, or is
receiving community-based services, and the perpetrator […] has supervisory or disciplinary
authority over the victim or is providing treatment to the victim.
“Rape Exams and Montana Law” Montana Department of Justice.
https://doj.mt.gov/victims/the-rape-exam-training-program/rape-exams-and-montana-law/
Feminism: The belief that everyone, regardless of race, gender, gender expression, sexual orientation,
religion, socioeconomics, etc. is equal
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Statistics:
American Women
1 out of every 6 American women has been the victim of an attempted or completed rape in her
lifetime (14.8%completed rape; 2.8% attempted rape).
American Men
About 3% of American men — or 1 in 33— have experienced an attempted or completed rape in their
lifetime.
Perpetrators:
Approximately2/3 of rapes were committed by someone known to the victim.

73% of sexual assaults were perpetrated by a non-stranger.

38% of rapists are a friend or acquaintance.

28% are an intimate partner.

7% are a relative.
Lifetime rate of rape /attempted rape for women by race:







All women: 17.6%
White women: 17.7%
Black women: 18.8%
Asian Pacific Islander women: 6.8%
American Indian/Alaskan women: 34.1%
Mixed race women: 24.4%

Juvenile Rates:







15% of sexual assault and rape victims are under age 12.
29% are age 12-17.
44% are under age 18.
80% are under age 30.
12-34 are the highest risk years.
Girls ages 16-19 are 4 times more likely than the general population to be victims of rape,
attempted rape, or sexual assault.

Victims of sexual assault are:






3 times more likely to suffer from depression.
6 times more likely to suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder.
13 times more likely to abuse alcohol.
26 times more likely to abuse drugs.
4 times more likely to contemplate suicide.

Sexual assault rates have fallen by more than 50% since 1993 .
RAINN.org
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Thank You for Your Contribution
Carmen Aguirre
Randy Bolton
Jamie Bausch
Danicka Bright
Connie Brueckner
Kimberly Brown Campbell
Jillian Campana
Caludine Cellier
Scott Christensen
Jim Coin
Barbara Denman
David Devolve
Mistress Dovahkiin and Versipellis
Gwen Feese and Bryan Selleck
Christine Fiore
Leah Fitch
James and Genevieve Fix
Lucy France
Lindsey Goodman
Cassy Gladwin
John Grasso
Brian Gregoire
David Hammer
Jere Hodgin
Elizabeth Hubble
Jill Johns
Leah Joki
Karen Kaley
Stephen Kalm
Jeannie LaFrance
Marissa Lehner
Marty Ludemann
Nancy Lund
Jason Marks
Rut Martinez-Alicea
Hiroka Matsushima
Erin McDaniel
Jason McDaniel
James McKusick
Brin Merkley
Jack Mondloch
Mike Monsos
Penny Newbold
Kathrin Olson-Rutz
Laure Pengelly Drake
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Thank You for Your Contribution Cont.
Michael Reid
Andrea Rhoades
Michael Rohd
Sean Rudolph
Devin Schaefer
Sharon Schneider
Mona Schwartz
Student Athlete Volunteers
Kirsten Towgood
Jessica Weiss
Travis Welsh
Jessica Westman
Davidson Honors College
Double Arrow Lodge
Duluth Superior Community Area Foundation
First Step
Honors Student Association
KBGA
Main Hall Custodial Staff
Make Your Move
Meadowview Church
Office of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action
Student Advocacy Resource Center
UM Office of Public Safety
Women’s Resource Center
YWCA

Thank You for Your Support

Erin Agner
Elizabeth Bennett
Douglas Blackmore and Michelle LeMasurier
Nasrin Chaudhry
Kyla Crisp
Zach Hammersly
Katheryn Houghton
Late Night Food Vendors
Kenzie Lombardi
Library Guy Mike Maas
Mike Monsos
Kate Morris
Rachel Pauli
Giacomo Ranieri
Cally Shine (Killa Cal)
Summertime Evening Library Staff
UM Women and Gender Studies
UM School of Theatre & Dance
So many others…
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“Keep filling this moment with
reasons to breathe.”
-Pablo Milanes

THANK YOU FOR JOINING US!
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Montana Law
Rape – The term “rape” is not used in the Montana Code Annotated (MCA). Instead, the crimes
usually thought of as rape are divided into the crimes of “sexual assault” and “sexual intercourse
without consent.”
Sexual Assault - (1) A person who knowingly subjects another person to any sexual contact without consent
commits the offense of sexual assault. 11
Sexual Intercourse Without Consent - 12
(1) A person who knowingly has sexual intercourse without consent with another person commits the offense
of sexual intercourse without consent.
(a)"Sexual intercourse" means penetration of the vulva, anus, or mouth of one person by the penis of
another person, penetration of the vulva or anus of one person by a body member of another person, or
penetration of the vulva or anus of one person by a foreign instrument or object manipulated by another
person to knowingly or purposely: 13
(i) cause bodily injury or humiliate, harass, or degrade; or
(ii) arouse or gratify the sexual response or desire of either party.
(b) For purposes of subsection (68)(a), any penetration, however slight, is sufficient.
(b) Without Consent means: 14
(i) the victim is compelled to submit by force against the victim or another; or
(ii) subject to subsections (1)(b) and (1)(c), the victim is incapable of consent because the victim is:
(A) Mentally defective or incapacitated;
(B) Physically helpless;
(C) Overcome by deception, coercion, or surprise;
(D) Less than 16 years old;
(E) Incarcerated in an adult or juvenile correctional, detention, or treatment facility or is on
probation or parole and the perpetrator is an employee, contractor, or volunteer and has
supervisory or disciplinary authority over the victim…
(F) Receiving services from a youth care facility and the perpetrator, an employee, has
supervisory or disciplinary authority
(G) Admitted to a mental health facility, a community-based facility or a residential facility, or is
receiving community--‐based services, and the perpetrator, as an employee, has supervisory
or disciplinary authority over the victim or is providing treatment to the victim.

----------------------------------------------------------------------“Rape Exams and Montana Law” Montana Department of Justice.
https://doj.mt.gov/victims/the--‐rape--‐exam--‐training--‐program/rape--‐exams--‐and--‐montana--‐law/
11 MT Code Annotated 45--‐5--‐502 http://leg.mt.gov/bills/mca/45/5/45--‐5--‐502.htm
12 MT Code Annotated 45--‐5--‐503 http://leg.mt.gov/bills/mca/45/5/45--‐5--‐503.htm
13 MT Code Annotated 45--‐2--‐101 http://leg.mt.gov/bills/mca/45/2/45--‐2--‐101.htm
14 MT Code Annotated 45--‐5--‐501 http://leg.mt.gov/bills/mca/45/5/45--‐5--‐501.htm
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Sexual Assault Statistics
Juvenile rates
1
15% of sexual assault and rape victims are under age12.

29% are age 12-17.

44% are under age 18.

80% are under age 30.

12‐34 are the highest risk years.

Girls ages 16‐19 are 4 times more likely than the general population to be victims of rape, attempted rape, or
sexual assault.
American Women
1 out of every 6 American women has been the victim of an attempted or completed rape in her lifetime (14.8% completed
2
rape; 2.8% attempted rape).
American Men
2
About 3% of American men—or 1 in 33—have experienced an attempted or completed rape in their lifetime.
Lifetime rate of rape/attempted rape for women by race:

All women: 17.6%

White women: 17.7%

Black women: 18.8%

Asian Pacific Islander women: 6.8%

American Indian/Alaskan women: 34.1%

Mixed race women: 24.4%

2

Sexual assault rates have fallen by more than 50% since 1993.

3

4

Victims of sexual assault are:

3 times more likely to suffer from depression.

6 times more likely to suffer from post‐traumatic stress disorder.

13 times more likely to abuse alcohol.

26 times more likely to abuse drugs.

4 times more likely to contemplate suicide.
5

Perpetrators:

Approximately 2/3 of rapes were committed by someone known to the victim.

73% of sexual assaults were perpetrated by a non‐stranger.

38% of rapists are a friend or acquaintance.

28% are an intimate partner.

7% are a relative.

----------------------------------------------------------1 RAINN.org: U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, Sex Offenses and Offenders. 1997.
2 RAINN.org: National Institute of Justice & Centers for Disease Control & Prevention. Prevalence, Incidence and Consequences of Violence Against Women

Survey.1998.
3 RAINN.org: U.S. Department of Justice. National Crime Victimization Survey. 2008--‐2012.
4 RAINN.org: World Health Organization. 2002.
5 RAINN.org: U.S. Department of Justice. 2005 National Crime Victimization Study. 2005
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University of Montana Definitions
Sexual Misconduct
"Sexual misconduct" is a non--‐legal term encompassing a variety of different behaviors ranging from the most
severe (violent assault) to harassment, and including exploitation. Using this term serves to differentiate campus
processes, which are administrative and educational, from the criminal justice system, in which people are charged
with crimes that carry criminal penalties.
Sexual misconduct includes attempted or completed surreptitious visual observation or recordation, indecent
exposure, knowingly transmitting sexual infection, inducing incapacitation for sexual purposes, sexual assault, sexual
harassment, relationship abuse and violence, stalking, and rape. The University recognizes both men and women as
potential perpetrators or victims of sexual misconduct, and that sexual misconduct can involve 1) two people of the
same or different genders; 2) strangers; 3) non--‐strangers; and/or 4) more than two people.
 Surreptitious visual observation or recordation means watching, gazing at, recording, or attempting to
record with any device the intimate acts or parts of others without the knowledge and consent of all
parties.
 Indecent exposure means exposing one's genitals under circumstances likely to cause affront or alarm in
order to abuse, humiliate, harass, and/or degrade another or others or to arouse or gratify sexual desire.
 Knowingly transmitting sexual infection means without knowledge or consent, to infect another sexually.
 Inducing incapacitation for sexual purposes means using alcohol, drugs, or means to facilitate sexual
contact or assault.
Consent
Consent is an agreement between equal partners that includes the following elements:
 Clear, informed, and voluntary communication of intent;
 Equal partners means people with the legal capacity to consent;
 Voluntary means subject to modification or withdrawal at any time; and
 Clear and informed disallows agreement by inference from silence, past consent, or consent to a different
form of sexual activity.
Sexual Assault
Sexual assault is touching without consent the sexual or other human parts of another, directly or through clothing,
in order to gratify sexual desire or to cause bodily injury, humiliate, harass, or degrade another.
Some examples of sexual assault:

http://www.umt.edu/sexualmisconduct/definitions/default.php
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Sexual Harassment
Sexual harassment includes the following conduct:
 Making unwelcome sexual advances or requests for sexual favors;
 Threatening an adverse employment or educational consequence for failure to engage in sexual relations;
 Promising positive educational or employment related favors in exchange for sexual favors;
 Harassing a person based on gender.
The above conduct constitutes sexual harassment when it is sufficiently severe or pervasive as to disrupt or
undermine a person's ability to participate in or to receive the benefits, services, or opportunities of the
University, including unreasonably interfering with a person's work or educational performance.
Whether conduct is sufficiently offensive to constitute sexual harassment is determined from the perspective of an
objectively reasonable person of the same gender in the same situation.
Stalking
Stalking is repeated following, harassing, threatening, or intimidating another by telephone, mail, email, text, social
networking, or any other method, including third party contact, that purposely or knowingly causes emotional
distress or reasonable fear of bodily injury or death.
Relationship Abuse and Violence
Relationship abuse and violence involves one or more of the following elements:
 Battering that causes bodily injury;
 Emotional abuse reflecting apprehension of bodily injury or property damage;
 Repeated telephonic or other forms of communication -anonymously or directly‐ using coarse language or
threats in order to intimidate, terrify, annoy, harass, threaten, or offend;
 Sexual assault or harassment;
 Forcible denial of use of or access to owned or shared assets, or limiting or controlling access to educational
or work opportunities;
 Coercion used to compel another to act as directed; and/or
 Isolation used to deprive another of personal freedom of movement or access to friends, family, or support
systems
Rape
Rape is penetration, without consent, of the vulva or anus of another using a body member or a manipulated object,
or penetration of the mouth of another by the penis to gratify sexual desire, or to cause bodily injury, humiliate,
harass, or degrade another; "without consent" means 1) done by the use of violence or force against the victim, 2)
when the victim lacks the capacity for legal consent, and/or 3) when the victim is incapacitated or physically helpless.

http://www.umt.edu/sexualmisconduct/definitions/default.php
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Link to Multimedia Presentation:

http://youtu.be/R_81N2m20wg

TRANSCRIPT

Video excerpt from Louis C.K.: Chewed Up
LOUIS CK:

I don't know how I ever got laid. Really, ‘cause I was awful at it. I still am. I

never understood, like, there's guys that just have this confidence and they can, like, go out with
a girl know when to lean in and kiss her ‘nd shit. I just, I couldn't, I would just go “could fuck
you” like I’d Just blurt it out. I remember one night, I was with a girl, I was, like, twenty years
old I was already doing stand-up and I did a show in Washington DC and after show, one the
waitresses came back to my hotel—she was really cute—and we’re making out. In my hotel.
And, uh, she's into it, she’s like humpin’ me, so I start to put my hand up her shirt and she stops
me. I’m like, mm, okay. So we're making out more and I start puttin’ my hand on her ass and she
stops me. So after a while she went home, nothing happened. And then the next night I saw her
at the club and she goes “Hey, what happened last night?”
I was like “What?”
She goes “How come we didn't have sex?”
“’Cause you didn’t want to.”
She like “Yes I did, I was really into it.”
I was like “Why did ya keep stoppin’ me?”
She goes “’Cause I wanted you to just go for it.”
I was like “What does that mean?”
She says “I'm kinda weird. I get turned on when a guy just gets frustrated and just holds me
down and fucks me. Like that’s a big turn on for me.”
And I was like “Well ya should have told me I would have happily done that for you.”
And she says “No, it has to feel real and dangerous.”
I’m like “What? Are ya out of your fuckin mind?! You think I'm just gonna rape you on the off
chance that hopefully you’re into that shit.” What kind of an idiot would “Mm, I’m getting’ kind
of a rape-y vibe from this girl, I don’t know. I suspect she might enjoy being raped. Maybe that's
her thing. I don’t want to ask first and ruin it, so I’ll just take a shot rape her, what the hell.
What's the worst that could happen after all” Jesus.
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Pictures from Project Unbreakable. “Juvenile Rates” statistics slide. “American Women”
statistics slide. “American Men” statistics slide. “Lifetime Rate of Rape/Attempted Rape for
Women of Race” statistics slide. “Military Rates” statistics slides (3). “Convictions” statistics
slide. “Trans/LGBTIQ” statistics slide. “College Women” statistics slide. “Rate decrease”
statistics slide.
Video of Neil Hilborn and Ollie Schminkey performing “One Color”
O:

Yeah, we learned about roofies.

N:

We learned to respect when a woman says “no”

O:

We learned about protecting your drink, carrying pepper spray

N:

We learned what to do when a woman is assaulted

BOTH: But not that this could happen to me
O:

I was a virgin when I was raped for the first time

N:

When it happened to me, it was 10 a.m. and my parents were home

BOTH: My textbook hadn’t described the way I wouldn't even try to fight
There was no paragraph for how to stop (her/him) without making a scene
O:

There wasn’t a worksheet for how to stop him without waking my sleeping parents

N:

There was no correct answer to her threats of suicide when I wasn’t in the mood

O:

There was no manual for the polite victim

BOTH: You know, it wasn't like they said it’d be
“Victims of Sexual Assault” statistics slide.

Recording of interview with Connie Brueckner.
CONNIE:

The law enforcement has come a long ways in how they view women in

this job. More recently they've had me exclusively doing the rape cases here. I was the
investigator on the Jordan Johnson case. That was a hard thing to go through as an investigator,
but even, I mean I can't even communicate how hard that that was for the victim in the case.

Video of company member
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MARIT:

The term rape is not used in Montana Code Annotated. Instead, the crimes usually

thought of as rape are divided into the crimes of sexual assault and sexual intercourse without
consent.

Slide with the following words, with recording of company member speaking them
CARISSA:

Sexual assault is knowingly submitting someone to sexual contact without

consent. SYDONEY:

Sexual intercourse without consent, or rape, is knowingly having sex with

someone without consent.

Video of company member
LAUREN:

The University of Montana uses the term sexual misconduct as a non-legal,

encompassing term including spying that is sexual nature, harassment, assault, and rape.
SYDONEY:

University policy states that someone cannot assume consent from silence,

past consent, or consent to different sexual acts.
“What’s Consent?” slide, with recording of company member saying the following:
MARIT:

In Montana law, without consent means the survivor was compelled by force, was

physically helpless, was overcome by deception, coercion, or surprise, or was incapable of
consent because of a mental deficit or incapacitation, including incapacitation from alcohol or
drugs.

Excerpt from a UM PETSA video
NARRATOR 1: Most of the time we think if consent in the negative. For example, “she didn't say
‘no’, or scream, or punch, or kick.” It is important to understand that consent is about saying
“yes” much more than it is about not hearing “no”
NARRATOR 2: Elizabeth Hubble
ELIZABETH HUBBLE: If you've been sexually assaulted, don't keep it a secret. Get help, talk to a
friend, call SARC, call 911, or tell your RA. You can go to First Step for medical treatment and
options. SARC advocates are available 24 hours a day to go with you if you wish, and you can
always contact the Title IX office. None of these options will automatically trigger a university
or criminal investigation unless you want it to. And remember, it is not your fault. You are not
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responsible for the actions of others, and it is not your fault that somebody decided to hurt you. If
someone you know has been sexually assaulted or raped and they confide in you, be a good
listener. If the assault just occurred you are in a position to help them to decide what to do. First
and foremost, get them to some place safe and away from the perpetrator. Then you can decide
who to call and where to go. Contact information for all of these options is available in the
resources link. No matter when the incident occurred, you should encourage them to contacts
SARC for counseling and other options. There's a 10-year statute of limitations on rape
in the state of Montana, so if the incident occurred in the last decade you can still report it to
police. No matter when the crime occurred, there are things you can do to help yourself or your
friend.

Different excerpt from a UM PETSA video
ROYCE ENGSTROM:

University of Montana is maximizing its effort to provide a safe and

healthy environment for everyone. Let me be clear: sexual violence of any type will not be
tolerated on our campus, and those who engage in this predatory behavior will be held
accountable.
“Actions the University has taken” slide.

Video of company member:
CARISSA:

But the university's primary sexual assault problem is not stranger rape where

someone jumps out of the bushes. It’s acquaintance rape.
“Who commits rape?” statistics slide. Montage of headlines about sexual assault.
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Four Corners Discussion Facilitation Prompts
Cats are better than dogs.
SA: Cats are fantastic. They are purr-fectly independent, are great cuddle companions, and the
vibrations from their purring is incredibly healing.
A: Cats are good cuddle companions, and easy to take care of. Yes sometimes they scratch you, but
mostly just when you deserve it.
D: Dogs are better than cats. They have been domesticated to help humans, and are pretty good at
it.
SD: Dogs are so so much better than cats. They always are happy to see you, can be trained to help
people in so many ways, are excellent companions, and are great exercise buddies. Cats are selfcentered, moody, and temperamental creatures that kill innocent songbirds and puke up hairballs.
I regularly do things to keep myself safe from sexual assault.
SA- Always, I keep pepper spray on me and available at all times. I never walk alone at night. I never
drink anything that has left my hand at parties,
A- Often, I make sure that I don’t walk alone at night, though I will ride my bike
D- Seldom, I only make sure I don’t leave my drink unattended at parties
SD- Never, I don’t have to worry about it/choose not to worry about it because it won’t happen to
me/I don’t have any control if someone decides to hurt me
Men have to worry about sexual assault, too.
SA- sexual assault can affect anyone of any gender or sexual orientation
A- men and women have to worry about similar things, but women have to worry a bit more
D- it’s a gendered issue, women have to worry so much more than men, and they don’t have media
and stereotypes strictly defining their sexual behavior as “madonna” “whore” “slut” “prude”
SD- men don’t have to worry at all. They don’t regularly adjust their behavior to keep themselves
from being raped
Roofie detecting nail polish is a great tool in preventing sexual assault.
SA: This innovative technology will stop the majority of assaults because it empowers women to
protect themselves in drinking situations where all assaults occur.
A: It’s great for preventing assault in drinking situations, and makes those situations safer for anyone
willing to use the product, but does not do anything about assaults in other situations
D: This technology could be a good thing, but it doesn’t really get to the heart of the issue. If
someone wants to hurt you they will.
SD: This product is doing nothing but perpetuating the idea that that rape is preventable by the
victim’s actions. It’s not. If someone decides they are going to do something to you, whatever you do
or do not do will not stop them.
Sexual harassment has gotten too much attention recently.
SA: I’m constantly on edge afraid that some meaningless comment will insult someone and I could be
blamed, sued, or prosecuted for harassment when I have done nothing wrong. We are so paranoid
about harassment that the entire thing is blown way out of proportion. It’s also limiting to free
speech.
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A: This has become a much bigger issue that it really is. All the negative attention around harassment
is actually doing more harm than the harassment itself.
D: Harassment is an issue, and an important one. This is something we can and should address
SD: No! Harassment of all kinds is incredibly harmful to victims, creating traumatizing situations
which limit individuals’ freedom, self-confidence, and feeling of security. All forms of harassment
should be addressed as early as possible to prevent escalation of the situation to possible violence.
All rape should be reported.
SA- it’s a crime it should be reported. Reporting rape leads to persecution of the rapist, which will
protect others from the being attacked by the same person. Not reporting means the perpetrator is
free to continue committing crimes of sexual violence.
A- If the survivor feels safe enough to follow through with a criminal case, they should so that the
perpetrator does not hurt others.
D- It’s too risky and too traumatic for the survivor and/or perpetrator. It should be taken care of
outside the criminal court systems.
SD-it only makes things worse for the survivor forcing them to re live their experiences and
preventing healing. More over most perpetrators aren't convicted so reporting doesn’t keep them
from targeting others
Rapes are always physically violent and aggressive.
SA- Absolutely, if someone doesn’t want to have sex they will protect themselves by using some kind
of physical force or exertion
Alternately: Rape is about power, and the attempt to gain power over someone in whatever way is
inherently violent
A- Most of the time, because most perpetrators know they must use physical force to get what they
want
D- Only sometimes, because someone may realize they won’t win a physical fight, but physical
aggression may still be committed against them when they verbally object
SD- Never/Rarely because oftentimes the survivor knows that they will be overpowered, so they
don’t cause more harm to themselves by fighting back or objecting
What do you think is the most important tool in stopping rape culture?
We, as a company, would like to thank you for coming here and expressing your opinion on these
sensitive issues. We know and understand that this is very difficult to talk about for many different
people for many different reasons. Advocates from the Student Advocacy Resource Center are here
for you to speak with if you would like, as well as all of the company members. Our hope is that you
continue to talk through this issue with your friends and family, and become comfortable in your
own educated opinion on these issues. We encourage you to stay calm and understanding in your
continued discussions, and to avoid invalidating anyone’s emotions as this issue is thick with them. If
you have further questions, please contact one of the many organizations throughout the
community that work with these issues, a few of which are tabling downstairs right now.
Thank you for your time, we wish you all the best.
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F#@K YES!
Could enthusiastic consent improve your sex life?
Great sex is about so much more than just not saying "no"…
By E.B. Troast.
When it comes to sex, consent is key! But we often skip over the talking part to get to the fun physical
part. Movies usually show sex without talking—the partners are just so in tune with each other that
communication becomes unnecessary. Alas, that’s usually a fantasy. But what does communicating
consent look like?
If you had sex ed in school, you probably learned about “no meaning no” and may have even practiced
refusal skills. Being able to say and hear “no” is essential, but it doesn't help us communicate about the
real reasons many people choose to have sex: pleasure, desire, and connection. Enthusiastic consent is
a way to communicate your desires, learn about your partner’s desires, and be proactive about
consent.

What makes enthusiastic consent different?
People often think of consent as one person asking (or doing) and the other person saying “yes” or
“no.” Enthusiastic consent is different. Enthusiastic consent is both partners talking about and deciding
what will happen in a sexual encounter. It’s like planning a road trip together—you talk about where
you want to go and what you want to see, rather than detailing the exact turns to get there. This goes
beyond yes/no questions, focusing on communication about wants and desires. In enthusiastic
consent, all people involved move towards desired activities with mutual enthusiasm.
Unlike other sex skills like putting on a condom, consent is rarely taught. But it takes practice! Here are
4 tips to improve your enthusiastic consent and communication skills.

1. Know what you don’t want… and what you DO want!
Knowing your boundaries is essential. Your boundaries may change from day to day and partner to
partner, so check in with yourself. Thinking about your own boundaries before anything sexy starts to
happen with a partner may give you greater confidence to tell that partner what you are not interested
in doing.
It’s equally important to think about what you DO want. Thinking about your own desires can help you
identify what is a “yes, please!” If you’re not sure what you want or how you like it, research! Spend
some time with yourself and get to know what your body likes. Then you can have show and tell with a
partner, guiding them like a pro. You may also want to check out various forms of erotica, which can
be another source of inspiration about desires.
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2. Start talking
Don’t expect to be a mind reader in the bedroom—or to have your mind read by a partner. The only
crystal ball that will show a partner the way to please you is communication. Clear, honest information
is key.
This does not have to be a business-like conversation that happens before sex. Telling your partner
your desires—whether it’s the first time you’re having sex or the thousandth—can be a real turn on.
You don’t have to discuss all your wants before things get steamy; after all, you may find inspiration in
the heat of the moment. A desire can be seductively whispered into a partner’s ear or growled as you
pull your partner close. “It would be so hot if you got on top” will let your partner know what you want
and provide the opportunity for your partner to decide if it’s something they want too.

3. Forget compromise—find the mutual yes!
Compromise is when someone gives up something they want or accepts something they don’t want.
Compromise about sex may lead to feeling pressured, resentful, and even regretful. Saying yes just to
please a partner, or because the partner said yes to you last time, or because saying no feels risky has
the potential to lead to more harm than good.
Enthusiastic consent is based on finding the mutual yes. This means that both partners say what they
like and what turns them on, and together they can find the overlap. Try things like:



“Where’s your favorite place for me to touch you?”



“I love it when you ______.”



“I have a fantasy—can I tell you about it?”

4. Plan the journey, not the route
Think about what you want from the experience—how you want your partner to feel, what type of
experience you want to have… Is it about having fun? Strengthening love? Creating a connection?
Seeing how many orgasms you can both have? If both people are in line with what they want from the
experience, they are more likely to feel satisfied in the end.
Just like a road trip, there might be some planning and communication that happens before and after
the adventure. Checking in about STI status, recent tests, other sexual partners, birth control,
relationship stuff, and what happens after can ensure that you both know what to expect and feel safer
throughout.

Enjoy the trip
Changing the way we communicate about sex can be challenging, but it can also be rewarding to learn
enthusiastic consent skills. We may be good at reading our partners and figuring out what they want,
but we will never really know what secret, delicious desires they’ve been hiding until we invite them to
share, and we share our own. Through getting to know what you want, communicating about those
desires, and finding the mutual yes with your partner, you may be surprised how much more pleasure
you can find together!

Bedsider.org
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Post-Performance Audience Survey
We ask that you please take the time to fill out this survey. It will help us better
understand where our project was effective and where it was not, so we can share
this information with others who wish to do this kind of work. Please do not fill out
anything you do not wish to.
I attended the Thursday 9/11

Friday 9/12

Saturday 9/13

performance.

Gender Identity:______________________________________
Occupation:__________________________________________
Year in university (if applicable): 1
Age: Under 18

18-22

23-26

2

3

26-30

4
30-40

5+

Grad

40-50

50+

What is your race/ethnicity?
__African American/Black
__American Indian/Native American
__Arab/Persian/Middle Eastern Descent __Asian/Pacific Islander
__Latino/Latina/Hispanic
__Multiracial
__White/Caucasian
__Prefer not to respond
__Other:_____________________________________________
Do you have additional national, regional, or cultural identities not addressed
above? If so, please let us know:________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

I am more informed
about MT laws and
University policies
I better understand MT
laws and University
policies
I am more informed
about the definition of
sexual assault
I better understand how
sexual assault affects the
survivor
I better understand how
sexual assault affects
families
I better understand why
law enforcement handles
sexual assaults as they do
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Strongly
Disagree

How and/or why?

I better understand the
concept of victim blaming
I felt safe to express my
opinions in the discussion
portion
I feel the discussion helped
me understand issues and
concepts surrounding
sexual assault
I feel the theatrical
performance
helped/added to the
discussion
I feel the theatrical
performance enhanced
my understanding of the
issue of sexual assault
This event has affected my
perspective on the issue of
sexual assault

How has the issue of sexual assault affected you in or out of school?

What did you like about the event? Why?

What did you not like about the event? Why?

Please leave us other comments you may have:
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Date
Attended

Gender
Identity

Occupation

Year in
university

Age

Race/Ethnicity

9/13/2014

M

professor

NA

50+

White

9/13/2014

F

student

White

9/13/2014

M

construction

9/13/2014

F

childcare

1822
1822
1822

9/13/2014

F

Grad

F

1822
50+

White

9/13/2014
9/13/2014

cis M

baker, fun
town, badass
retired clinical
psychologist
student/caterer

White

9/13/2014

M

bum

2 and 3

9/13/2014

F

student

4

1822
1822
2326

9/13/2014

F

student

3

White

9/13/2014

M

student

4

1822
1822

9/13/2014

human

student

1822

human

9/13/2014

F

student

2

2630

white

9/13/2014

F

student

4

1822

White

4
NA
3

4
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Additional

White
White

European America

Jewish

White
White

White

some kind
of
European
mut

9/13/2014

F

painter

9/13/2014

F

herbalist

9/13/2014

M

student

9/13/2014

cis F

9/13/2014

2

3040

White

2630

White

4

1822

White

student

4

1822

Latino/Latina/Hispanic,
Asian/ Pacific Islander,
Multiracial

M

student

4

White

9/13/2014

F

library

4

1822
1822

9/13/2014

F

student

4

1822

Asian/Pacific Islander,
Multiracial

9/13/2014

cis M

photographer

White

9/13/2014

F

actor

3

2630
1822

9/13/2014

F

student/server

4

White

9/13/2014

cis M

musician

2

9/13/2014

F

technical
writer/ editor/
bus driver

1822
1822
50+

9/13/2014

F

administration

3040

white

9/12/2014

M

journalist

1822

white

5+
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Prefer not to respond

White

white
White

second
generation
US citizen
via
Netherlands

9/12/2014

M

environmental
major

2

1822

white

9/12/2014

F

cashier

3

1822

white

9/12/2014

F

student/ artist

4

1822

white

9/12/2014

cis M

table tennis
instructor

4

1822

human

9/12/2014

M

farmer

white

9/12/2014

cis F

student

9/12/2014

Lady

student

3

3040
1822
1822

9/12/2014

M

retired navy
student

2

4050

American

9/12/2014

F

professor

50+

white

9/12/2014
9/12/2014

M
F

professor
teacher

50+
50+

white
white

9/12/2014

F

teacher/student

2630

white

9/12/2014
9/12/2014

M
M

grad student
custodian

50+
3040

white
white

5+

grad
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white
white

mid western

9/12/2014

F

student

9/12/2014

M

9/11/2014
9/11/2014

3

1822

white

cashier

1822

white

F
M

mom
student

50+
2326

white
white

9/11/2014

F

maintenance
laborer, art
gallery
attendant

1822

white

9/11/2014

other

2326

white

9/11/2014

F

student

4

1822

white

9/11/2014

F

student

4

white

9/11/2014

F

[removed for
confidentiality
purposes]

1822
4050

9/11/2014

F

[removed for
confidentiality
purposes]

3040

white

9/11/2014

F

social worker

50+

white

9/11/2014

F
M

9/11/2014

M

student

2326
2326
1822

white

9/11/2014

student/
military
student

1

3

4
grad
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white

white
white

9/11/2014

queer

student teacher
and community
organizer

grad

9/11/2014

F

student

4

9/11/2014
9/11/2014

F
F

self employed
student

4

9/11/2014

F

9/11/2014

F

student/ camp
counselor
sales associate

9/11/2014

M

student

2
1
5+

9/12: 17

9/13: 27

white

1822

white

50+
1822

white
white

1822
1822
2326

white

1822:
35
2326:7
2630:6
3040:
4
4050:
2
50+:
10

Totals:
9/11: 19

2326

F (cis):
38
M (cis):
22
other: 3
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white
white

I am more
informed
about MT
laws and
university
policies

How and/or
why?

I better
understand
MT laws
and
university
policies

How and/or
why?

I am more
informed
about the
definition of
sexual
assault

D

A

A

A
SA
D

A
SA
D

SA
SA
D

laws were not
covered in
discussion
that I didn't
already know

already know

A

A

A

A

A

D

A

A

A

A
A

A
D

A

A

A

first time info
for me

A

not sure what
happens to
offenders

How and/or
why?

A
A

A
first time info
for me

SA

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

SA

SA
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first time info
for me

A

A

SA

A

know some
laws

SA

A

A

the
information at
the beginning
was presented
very overtly,
and there was
A LOT of it.

A

A

A

A

SA

SA

SA

A

SA

A

A

A

D

SA

A
D

A
D

A
A

A/D

A/D

A

A

D

A

I feel that I
had a
stronger
grasp than
some other
males, but
yes, I know
more

discussion

A
you provided
the info, I
chose to not
read
already
informed

D

same

A

see above

A

A

A
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reading
official MT
code

A

A

I did not know
about the
wording of
sexual
assaults
yes from
pamphlet and
video

A

SA

Its time I
really saw
them

SA

I learned
about new
examples

A

same

SA

yes from
video

A

A

D

A

D

D

A

A

A

A

SA

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A
A

A

SA

confused on
difference in
term

it almost
concerns me
the length this
school goes
to. at least
they are
aware I
suppose

A
A

handouts

A
A

A/D

reminded

A/D

SA

reminded

SA

A/D

SA
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I wonder why
MT is so
strong about
the word rape

of peers and
community

A

D

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

A
A

A
D

A
D

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

SA

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

never knew
about legal
definitions

I will agree to
all of these b/c
I will always
learn from
others when
talking about
this issue.
Thank you!

the beginning
stats

A

Beth Hubble
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SA

the intro
slides

A

program
information
and info
videos

A

not a law
major

SA

SA

SA

SA

A

A

SA

A
D

A
A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A
D

D

maybe not
more informed
but definitely
reminded

I was already
quite wellinformed

D

same
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D

I did not
previously
have a
definition

same

I better
understand
how sexual
assault
affects the
survivor

How and/or
why?

I better
understand
how sexual
assault
affects
families

How and/or
why?

I better
understand
why law
enforcement
handles
sexual
assaults as
they do

A

A

A

A
SA
SA

D
A
SA

A
D
D

A

A

emotiional

A
A

I understand
how but not
why

D

SA

A

A

A
A

A
SA

D
D

A

A

A

D

How and/or
why?

the survivor
wasn't given
true voice of
why they went
the way they
did in life

D

barely parts of
family as a
whole
reaction

D

SA

SA

D

A

A

A

SA

A

D
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? not sure

there was no
good
prescence of
law
enforcement
acts that
stayed with
me

A

A

A

A

SA/D

different for
each survivor,
but yes

A

SA

the piece was
very moving

SA

A

A

A

SA

SA

A

SA

SA

A

SA

A

A

A
A

D
A

D
D

SA

A

A/D

SA

SA

A

already knew

D

A/D

each
experience is
different

already knew

D

D

see above

D

A/D

I better
understand
how it
affected A
survivor

A/D
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not entirely
clear but
neither is rape
or law
enforcement

I know why
but I disagree

same

A

In a small way
its a big issue

SA

SA

yes from play

SA

A

same

D

I don't really
know why on
there
reasoning

D

I feel
sometimes
the vidtim is
blamed and
put down

A

D

SA

D

A

A

D

SA

A

A

SA

SA/A

A/D

SA

D

SA

A

D

SA
SA

the play

SA
SA

A
A

A/D

reminded

A/D

SA

SA
SA

the discussion
was very
helpful

it can affect
people
differnetly.
some might
show love,
some hate

reminded

SA
A

A

SD

SA
SD
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it was an old
account in a
different
country?

SA

SA

D

SA

A

A

A
A

SA
D

D
D

A

A

D

SA

A

D

A

SA

D

SA

SA

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

powerful play

A

same

SA

Carmen. felt
blame.
cultural
expectations

A

hadn't
previously
entered my
conscousness
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D

wasn't very
well explained
I don't
understand
why they do?
sole focus on
apprehending
a perpetrator?
pragmatically?

SA

SA

SA

SA

A

A

A
SA

A
SA

A
D

SA

SA

A

SA

SA

SA

D

D

SA

the theatrical
nature
created a
visceral
connection. It
is a deeper
emotional
understanding
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I still don't get
it, tends to be
dehumanized

I better
understand
the concept
of victim
blaming

How and/or
why?

I felt safe to
express my
opinions in
the
discussion
portion

How and/or
why?

A

A

I feel the
discussion
helped me
understand
issues and
concepts
surrounding
sexual
assault
A

D
A
SA

SA
A
SA

SA
SA
SA

A

A

A

SA

SA

SA

A

SA

SA

D
A

SA
A

A
A

A

SA

A

D

SA

A

SA

SA

A

A

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA
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How and/or
why?

A

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

A

SA

A

A

SA

A

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

D
A

A
SA

SA
A

A

SA

A

A

SA

SA

D

SA

SA

D

SA

A

SA

SA

SA

A

I understand
its origins
now

Madelyn
made a safe
space

SA

SA

very friendly
and open
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SA

glad to hear
other's
opinions

SA

play and
emotions

SA

yes, everyone
was open and
I felt validated

SA

SA

A

A

A

SA

SA

A

A

A

A

SA

A

A

SA

SA

A

SA

D

A

A

A

SA
A

SA
SA

D

same

well structured
process

heard about
this for 20+
years and
already knew

A
SA

A/D

SA

A

A

D

A

SA

A
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yes opened
my eyes to
other thoughts
I hadn't
considered

opinions of
other is great
to know

A

SA

SA

SA
SD

SA
SA

A
SA

A

A

A

SA

SA

SA

SA

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

SA

SA

SA

SA

A

activity at the
end

SA

the facilitators
were amazing

SA

SA

because I
think I'm right
and educated
on this topic

A
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the facilitators
and
participants

SA

SA

SA

A

SA

SA

D

SA
SA

A
SA

A

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

D

SA

SA
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I feel the
theatrical
performance
helped/added
to discussion

How and/or
why?

I feel the
theatrical
performance
enhanced my
understanding
of the issue of
sexual assault

How and/or
why?

This event
has affected
my
perspective
on the issue
of sexual
assault

A

A

A

D
A
SA

A
A
SA

D
D
SA

A

A

A

A

A

SA

SA

A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A

A

A

D

D

SA

SA

SA

SA

A

A

SA

SA

A

A

it influenced
my answers
in how I felt
in the show
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How and/or
why?

I still am
developing

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

A/D

SA

SA

A/D

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

A

A
SA

A
SA

SA
A

A

A

A

SA

SA

SA

SA

A

A

D

D

SA+

SA+

D

SA

very well
done

SA

SA

very powerful

already knew

same
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SA

D

SA

brought new
things to light

SA

oh yes it
broke the ice

SA

SA

SA

yes,
sometimes
you need an
inisider's point
of view

SA

portrayal of
rapist was
powerful

D

SA

yes, I want
there to be a
stronger
voice from
victims

A

If
acquaintance
rape is the
main problem,
then why a
play about the
guy in the
woods?

SA

A

A

SA

A

A

SA/A

A

A

SA

SA

A

A

SA

A

SA
SA

SA
SA

SA
SA

A

D

D

SA

SA

A

SA

SA

SA
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made me
more aware
on different
perspectives

SA

SA

A

A
A

A
SA

D
A

A

A

A

SA

SA

SA

SA

A

D

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

A

SA

SA

SA
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SA

SA

SA

SA
SA

SA
SA

A
A

SA

A

A

SA

SA

SA

SA+

A

D
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helped
shape it

How has the issue of sexual assault affected
you in or out of school?

What did you not like about the event? Why?

I have a lifestyle completely focused on assault

nope

Nothing, it was perfect
Play was too long (themes kept repeating)

not much

fear of assault affects me daily. I have
internalized the message that the onus of
preventing sexual assault is on me
I feel females have often been taught to be afraid
and that it is their responsibility to prevent assaut
Not really

Close friends and people I am closest to have put
me in the most questionable and consentually
ambiguous situations

I did like the discussion after, but it was hard to
engage after emotional turmoil of performance

wanted a male prescence on stage

The visciral humanity it embodied

I am a very blessed person in that I have not
personally been sexually assaulted, but most
other people in my life have been and it breaks
my heart
It is difficult to approach many people, but
knowing SARC and similar resources is nice.

I don't know... I really loved it!
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I have been sexual assaulted & live in fear
because of it. I don't talk about it much. Tonight
being here helped me understand I'm not alone
in this. My experience was 3 years old from a
stranger. So horrible!

I liked it!

It is always on my mind walking at night. Since I
graduated college I fear it less, but I doubt it will
ever completely disappear

Didn't understand the painting at first but no big
deal.

Like I said earlier, the info was bit of a bombardment
and hard to assorb

I've been sexually harrassed before. It went on
for months because I didn't know I could talk
about it. An off-hand comment is how I eventually
told, but had it gone on much longer, it would
have lead to assault.

Read about it extensively/ self research

It is now something I constantly fear walkking
down the street, and affects many of my
decisions

I thought it was wonderful. Well done, team

Friends whom I love have been affected. I have
been lucky to be a support system and not a
victim.
Friends have been assaulted
Friends endangered, unfomfortable, assaulted

Nothing
Parts of the piece were hard for me to
understand/comprehend

I'm lucky enough for it not to have personally
affected me

I am a close friend of a person assaulted

I feel like it did not touch on every realm of possible
rapes. Which would have been either impossible or
a really long play
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Not to me personally

I loved it all

I have had discussions with individuals who have
been sexually assaulted, and have been
assaulted myself to a smaller degree. It is so
difficult to live with something of this issue.

Nothing. Things were talked about that needed to be
said.

I look out for my friends more

Answering a questionaire at the end
I was assaulted in high school
Sadly greek life- avoid

I sat to close to the front during the performance. It
envaded my privacy a few times.
I just couldn't see the best, location is my bad
though

open discussion

I have had students who were sexually assaulted
and confided in me. I hope I was helpful and
supportive to them

I still don't think I grasp what makes a rapist rape

concern for others

yep

first time a friend told me she was raped, I lost it.
Always though that happened to strangers. We're
not as safe as we think

Hard to connect dots till the end

There were to many questions in the 4 corner part
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I have become more aware of sexual assault
over the years
hard to see the aftermath
My entire life is look at different. Despite beliefs I
am happy my event made me sooo strong and
understanding of others

ran late

At my work (I am usually the only female)

Scripts were distracting, but I totally understand the
use of them (I know you are all super busy and its
hard to run lines all the time)

As a community member/student in a community
trying to change rape culture/respond to new
attention to the issue of rape/sexual assault

held a bit late at night, even the extra half hour from
starting at 7 might have made it easier to attend

It definitely makes me consider my soroundings
more at night than I would otherwise and adds a
sensation of fear especially when I am out at
night
people always makes fun of UM
My sister was raped and my mom is an incest
survivor. I have worked in prevention for 20+
years

it was a little to long. a wider variety of people would
be good (mom opinions)
Nothing. just need more people to come, but your
advertising was great

Need more people in audience!

I feel it has gotten worse instead of better,
although it might be my age and I have more
experience of it.

Long in time

It has made me more aware and more addiment
about the roll that education can play in
prevention
To many of my friends have had this experience

The sound the type writer made was a keyboard and
not a type writter. There should be more people
here!
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I have survived rape, child abuse, sexual torture,
and victim blaming and have had PTSD since
age 7. It nearly made me drop out. My rapist was
allowed to stay on campus and a scholarship
bought my silence.

More LGBT stuff :)

It has not

Its a very personal issue for me, I've been in a
situation where consent was not given.
As a woman I am cognicent of sexual assault
and how it may affect me or others

I felt confused at times with the storyline

I would have preferred a better turnout.
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What did you like about event? Why?

Please leave us other comments you may
have:

the care and gentle acceptance of providers.
they were not waging a rabid campagin, but
simply doing their work with personal
committment and passion. I loved the fullfilling
aesthetic and imaginatve provocative theatre
performance
Got to talk about a constant pressure
Emotional

Sydoney and Marit, beauiful faces, voices, and
selves
"games" & post-discussion. acting was
wonderful! play was well staged & creative
The theatrical portion was eye-opening, and
very well done

Love you girls. Very inspiring!

performance was great. yay for fuzzies name
game

maybe give a description of what discussion will
be like (disclaimer) before breaking into groups
so it's less terrifying to begin with

Too much to say briefly... a provocative evening

discussion
Great presentation and art presented

Loved It

It didn't sugar coat the issue of rape and sexual
assault the way most campus programs do

Well Done

I think it was a wonderful way to facilitate the
discussion and topic

I Love You!

It didn't sugar coat the issue. Tip toing around
the topic solves nothing

I'm so glad you ladies put this on!
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Sharing circle was wonderful! Helped
understand different options. Loved the play too!

Good job! Strong to put on a performance like
that!

It was truthful, and that is powerful

Thank you for doing this

Thank you Thank you Thank you

It was beautiful and powerful and heartbreaking
by turns. Education can be beautiful

I thought it was a powerful performance about a
very important topic
Everything, the discussion was helpful in helping
to diffuse some of the tension brought on by the
play

Very well done, a perspective on the topic that
should have a wider audience

I felt the intimate discussion groups were a great
idea
The discussion
The discussion was very effective. The
performance was well done. Handled with care
and respect.
The show was amazing. Just how the account
was real and reflected how a victim would feel.
The theatrical element brought everything into it
much more real emotional life.
I liked the discussion session

Fuckin' brilliant
Best wishes and thanks for all the hard work on
a tough issue. I now see Theater as a means to
address tough issues.

Esp. discussion

Very straight forward and applicable

Thank you very much
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The discussion. I lve being able to actually talk
about it and not sweep it under the rug

Very powerful . You guys are doing a wonderful
thing!

The emotion. The education, and the discussion.

Innovation was good and the discussion was
helpful

Perform or do something at day of dialogue

The performance was very powerful and
emotionally evocative.
I felt comfortable talking and the discussion was
informed and sincere
Ther personal vibe, or community provided

Break a leg in the last performance
Thanks for doing this

great over all. loved the discussion

The performance was very well acted and
staged. The story was very moving.

Thanks for all your hard work to bring this
performance to the public

generous, brave, hardworking cast/team
provided emotional access/ approach to some of
the issues
awareness, risk, heart

Sydoney lets have coffee or beer, XO [named
removed for confidentiality purposes]

The art, both the drawing and acting

Should do a video version with a discussion kit!

Pretty much everything! It was so well done. And
I appreciated all the passion behind everything
you did.

It was wonderful and extremely well done. Great
job everyone.
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I like the information and the way it was
presented. The facilitators did a fantastic job
with the way they handled the discussion
Education/discussion

The groups were nice to see others opinions
and to hear different voices

You all did a great job and I thank you for all of
your hard work to bring up awareness of the
issue

powerful way of thinking about sexual
assault/rape discussion afterwards! need more
of this type of discussion

I want to see the next version that portrays
aquaintence rape/sexual assault-- the more
common type and the less talked about/
understood

The many faces that victims, survivors, and
rapists can take
it was a good way to get people to talk about the
issue
I love the dramatic performance aspect and
expression via performing arts, expresses in a
way more than just lecturing

The discussion and you all did an amazing job!
Loved the music and art!
The approach through bringing together multiple
avenues to present your message
Everything. It was all so moving and productive

It was fantastic!

The fact that this exists

I liked that it was elegent but still hit the issue
very hard. Was helpful to me.

How can I get involved?
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The performance was a great way to visualize
this horrible topic and open dialogue in a
constructive way

You all rock! Thank you!!

It is educational
Great directing and performing, great safe
environment for conversation

I liked the combo of videos and acting and the
discussion brought it full circle.
I like the final question I felt like it facilitated
meaningful conversation
It was a utilization of the power of theater that I
had only encountered academically

Great job! It made me think a lot
I loved the event
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